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"Mr. McNary says It ,ti.as been a
joy to see that man stay on that
farm, mind his own business, enjoy his home and command the respect and admiration or everybody,
:'lir. McNary Is as proud a{J he Is
happy that he has demonstratecl
that a. man can own a big farm
well stocl{ed in seven years It anyone will stand behind him for a
few years. He says there Is no risk
in financing such a man with such
a home.
"There ls not a weed on the Russian's 320 acres, nor on the 3200
acres that Mr. McNary is responsible for. Ever~· acre has a three!'LYU.G RECORDS ARE BE- : year rotation, each requiring a
Ing broken every few days, but I dit'ferent depth of furrow In plant:trhen we think a. tempel'ature rec- 1 lng, and Mr. McNary says weeds
ord has been broken someone digs
cannot grow when they never have
up a high or low figure that ha
more than one year to get set.
not been surpassed. According to
Profesaor Simpson, who keeps the
"THE RUSSIAN HAS RAISED
records at the University of North
no wheat and not a sheaf of wheat
bakota., minus 44 degrees la the
has been raised In thirteen years
lowest temperature ever omclally
on the 3200 acres for which Mr.
recorded at Grand Forks, and he
McXary Is responsible. He says
suggests that tha.t low temperathere Is no profit In wheat raising
ture may have been equaled at , there. He gives several reasons
Grand Forks on an earlier occa- ' why there Is no profit In wheat
sion 'before a station was estab- , raising.
Uahed here, but when records were
"Among other things Mr. Mckept at various army posts In ot.h• ·ary has created many labor-saver parts of the sta.te. The New
ing devices; the one that Interest')terk 1'1mes tens us that fin Janued me most was his rolling scheme
ary 10, 1875, the thermometer I of unloading ha.y at the ·barn. One
In Manhattan registered 6 degrees ' man can unload the largest lOaid of
below zero. Tha.t record stood unhay in four minutes without an
i ti! Deceml>er 30, 1917,
when a
assistant.
i mark o! 13 below was reached.
"There Is an adequate net In the
That Is the low record tor New
hay wagon and when tho load
York s'o far as known. The ab- 1 teaches the barn the man hooks
normally high records of this sumthe rope Into the ring on the net,
mer were about the same as those
pushes a button and that load rolls
o( 1872, 1896 and 1898. If one
lntcJ the loft and it goes where it
~l!;v had the records there Is· an
is arranged to have It go.
il,ll•tlme high and an all-time low
''There was more education an<l
.(or every locality. Those exenjoyment In riding with Mr. Mc•
tremes are approached occasionalXary for two hours around and
ly, and once in a. long time one of
over the best stock farms I ever
them Is passed. But In spite of all
saw, going into the best cattle
that we may think about weather
barns, among the best swin, and
extremes and changes In climatic
sheep I ever sa-.i·, than 1n any muconditions, It has at some time
•eum of antiques I ever visited.
been just about as hot and just
"Dirt farmers are agriculturists
, about as colll at some other time
where :McNary's word Is Jaw.'"
as now, and the temperatures of
the present aro just as extreme as
* IS WELi,,
DR. E. A. WINSHIP
those of former years.
known to many North Dakota peo-1
A COPY OF THE BOSTOX I Pllt J:l• 1a '1 1.~dJDt. 9t :BQ8fo~
Transcript just rcceinid contain~
article by E. A. Winship giving
the following record of a farm ex- ,
perlence:
-'
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"This Is a wonderful country ull 1
one who Is privileged to know ev, cry part of It intimately is likely
, to
discover interesting peo~le.
1Strange as It may seem to 111tayat-homes, to those who are mere
: sightseers, North Dakota Is the
most interesting of the forty-eight
! states, and a recent discovery is
j one ot the most Interesting I have,
come across In my forty-three
, years acquaintance with the:. f!tate.
I "J. w. :\lc!'<ary is the sclenilflc
l farm manager of a group of farm,s
! totaling thirty-two hundred acres.
I Two brothers Inherited this track
of land and have made It a profit·
able property 'by putting the mana~ement Jn the hands of Mr, Mcary who has It in tarms of varl·
a sizes, mostly In quarter-square
Ile and half-square mile farms.
"I recently rode tor two lµ>un
around and through all ot t~ff
thrifty farms. It was on thftl :trlp
that Mr. McNary made me acquainted with the experience ot an
Interesting Russian. An ,\merlcan
farmer had bait-a-square mile
farm, but he failed utter!~ and the
mortgagee sold it at auction.
"Mr. Mc~ary and his backers bid
it In and eatabllahed a. young
Russian, with wife and baby boy,
~ereon. The object of Mr. Mcary was to see if 1t were- possible
tor a man -who was w11lll;\B lo, own
a: farm by his own exertions, and
~ow Jong it would take a man to
1!eoome ..the owner ot a, good farm
tn Nor~ Dakota.
''Thill Russian was a farm hand
and Mr. McNary fine.need him as
he took chart!! of thl11 half-acrefarm. The man had no capital,
but Mr. McNary helped him to ge
farm machines and tool equlpm~m
He also helped him to get a. f
Holstein and 13horthorn cat
Shropshire and Cotswold sh
Hampshire hogs, turkeys,
and other poultry,
.

* * *

"THE
RUSSlAN
wo_..,
.ll
ha.rd, hired little help and
died his help tactfully and 'bu
.:!tis livestock rapidly. Four Y
.liave passed and that Russian
aa much of each variety of llv
.stock as the halt-a-Bquare.-mil
farm ,can have profitably. He has
paid Mr. McNary every dollar ad•
vanced, owns all livestock, owes no
man a dollar except for the 320
acres ot farm land, which Is worth
twice as much as he wl!I pay for it
and In three years easily the cost
price wtµ be })aid and that, youn..
Russian wm be the proud .posse,i,,1or of a ta.rm that wlll ldeld Ii
comfortal:119 fOrtune eveo/ ref.r a.fl
Jong as hi' l \IN,
-

h greater pari ot
where during t e
d in educa•
his life he wasd e~;:rgee he has edlttlonal work an w
one
. ed an educational ma~az!ne. akota
\ of his early tslts l~~eN0~!!1e~y-t1ve
i was someth ng
the prln·
years a.go, when hen:::ing of the
\
I
;;~:=~lo~t :st1~a;~or~~u~I~~:
then l_le has lectured I bclieve gav
Ies of the state, an
1
an address a t the •~ayvillo norma
during the past summer.

~!~f~
I
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* OCCASIO"" OF
"AS O~ THE
IT W
• k visit manv yp,ars
,
Grand
For
·s
·
t
h
ts
1' \Ylnshlp
first me
a.go that D w· . hip then of this
G
ge B
ms
•
I
eor 'he· Identity of surnames n·
city, 'I
O blllty of re!atlondicated the pro a_ 1 • • native of
ship, Dr. \VlnshtP " a corge D.
Mnssachusetts, and
~ the com·
Winship of Maine, am
f such family data as
~::1:a:v:!lal>le strength:ne~ 1 st;~~
probability of at le~~t r:tur.; east
8
connection. Upon
hi .
D
Winship dug into the arc HS,
r.
· ding to my recollection
and accor
h
f the
the two branc es o
he trace d
source
f
·1 'back to a common
a~~ Y back In the early history of
New England,
ES
='Yr· P, PAVl ___ ·

-·h="'-·--~--.

.
*· * * ANOTHER
* * *
: ' T HAVE RECEIVED
E. P. GATE,S, A REAL ESTATE
. puzzle from one correspdndent and
Idealer
~nd investment banke- r, lived ·Ifrom another suggestion of. variain the house on Fourth street ditions of the coconul problem which
across from the Deaconess
ought to hold the mathematicians
!agonally
hospital.
Gates owned
dog
Ifor a while.
.
which he· and his family prized
l
W. P. DA.VIES.
Ihighly.
I •-~----,-----·-~·c-~-----~~,----~~~
In some way Which
not maIt~r-lal
now the dog'B tail was badly
man~-d in an accident, and Mr.
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)$ANY OF THOSE WHO VISIT

* * *

WHEN NORTH DAKOTA
achiieved the dignity of statehood
I it included a pr_ohibition clause in
its constitution, and t~e saloons
promptly moved across the river,
or Minnesota had a license syst-em. The brewery, however, did
'AOt move, but continued to. do business at the old stand for several
years. It was finally closed by
court procedure, however., and the
buildings were demolished. The excavation under t~~ building was
gradually filled in, and for some
time it was one of the most prod uctive mushro'om beds in the vicinity.
Several year.s ago a workman employed in leveling the ground in the
vicinity reported that he had found
buried there a bottle of beer in an
excellent state of preservation, and
h& declared that it was perfectly
good beer.
=

a-

1
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Gates w-ished to have repairs made
an(l the suffering of the animal re-

I

,
I

Mr.

j

C&nttal park do not know, and
oth&rs have forgotten, that on a
part of the park property there
once stood a brewery of consid•
erable size which did a large business. The brewery was bull t in
1 territorial days, when the manu: facture and sale of beer in Dakota
Territory was perfectly legal. East
Grand Forks did not then exist except that there was a little cluster
. of buildings in the vicinity of the
l Great N,orthern station.
On what
is now the principal business street,
• DeMers avenue, there stood one
~loon, with a sign reading "Last
t Chctnce," or "First· Chance/• de ..
pe::iding from the direction from
Which it was viewed. Those chances
; related to the crossing of the river
I and state line, however, and not to
the opportunity to _g et a d- rink, for
the saloon district was then on the
· Dakota side. The brewery at the
south end of Third street supplied
I meet
ot the beer that was dispensed
over the Grand Forks bars.

w!ffi some of tne !lnest um· r
along" the river. One of tbe trees
there, a na.mmoth cottonwood, attracted th~ attention of _Theodore
!toosev~lt when he visited Gr~ncf
Forks. The tree, whose · trunk Ja
more than s L· feet in diameter,
stands by t he · lower drive, quite
close to the riYer, and R~osevelt
admired it greatly.

'1'

THAT PART OF CENTRAL
park wbich lies east of Third street
was bought by the park commissj 011 from the E. P. Gates estate. It
had Iain idle and unimproved for
years, and I was told recently of
how it came that the fine trees on .
I the property had so long escaped
_i destruction. It was on account of
the tail of a dog.
I

lieved. There was no vet~rinary
available, and Mr. Gates was not experienced in such matters. In this
dilemma he called on his friend Dr.
Engstad, who promptly agreed to (
do what was necessary. As tlie con•
ditions called for the use of an
anesthetio Dr. Engstad called in an
1 expert assistant in the person of
,I Dr. Rutledge, who administered
1 chloroform while Dr. Engstad p~rformed the necessary surgical'
·work. The operatio~ was successful, and the patient survived and
prospered.

.

1

* * *

MR. GATES WAS GREATLY
pleased that his pet had been
brought successfully through this
critical situation, and he asked Dr.
Engstad · for his bill. The doctor
said ·that his profession did not includ& the treatment of domestic
animals~ and that he had a~ted
purely in a: social capacity. How ..
ever, he said that inasmuch as Mr.
Gates felt that he had received a
favor, he, Dr. Engstad, would re
quest from him a promise. On being asked to ~xplain further th.e
do.ctor said:
"You own several acres of land
down there on the river bank, and
on it is some fine timber .. The river
banks are being sfripped of Umber,
and soon there will be not much
lef~ · Some day that timber will be
prized.· I would like you to promise
me that you wUl~not sell that pro~erty to anyone who will cut off the
timber."

* * *

MR. GATES M:A:DE THE PROM,..
ise, and kept 1.t , hence when the
Grand Forks park conimission
I
created '-and it began the purchase I
of park property, the ·oates -prop ..
erty remained a miniature forest,

was

phat R'eminds
Me-W.P.D.
THE WORKING OF. PUZZLES

such as have appeared lately in
this column has a fascination for
·a. great many persons.
And the
task is approached from .two dif.:.
ferent standpoints, the desire to
find the answer, . no matter by
· what means, and the desire to
, know just why the answer. is as it
is. Those in the first class are
1 likely to approach the problem experimentally, app~ying · to 'it first
one set of facts and then another
unt l one is found which :tits. Thus
, the answer may ·be ·found' by accident, and when it is once found,
interest in the subject ceases.
Those in the other class are less
concerned with the answer than
· with the m·e ans of finding it.

l
II

* * * .

A SIMPLE II~LHSTRATION OF
all this is found .in the two m'9th-

ods which ma~ be used to find. the
age of Ann. As the problem is
stated it would be easy to test all
the numbers, say from 12 upward,
until the right one is found . . That
would take only a few min u.tes.
But those in the second class ar
not satisfied with this. They se
that the same kind of conditions
could be applied to numbers of
any size, so large that solution by
experiment would be impossible.
They de.s ire, not merely ·the · anJswear to · that particular question,
but a princlijle · which can pe applied to all questions involving sf ml i~ar conditions, regardless of the
j size of numbers, and 'Which will
I certainly and necessarily bring the
, right result.

I

* *

*

WILLIAM J AM·Es SID IS, THE
precocious youth who entered HarI vard at the age of 11, made short
( w&rk of his mathematics. He re/ fused to work more than one or
1 two
problems Of the same class.
"Why should I waste my time?" /
he asked. "I know the principle . .

The answers to the questions re
immaterial. Working them out
will not make me understand the :
principle any better because I understand it perfectly now. It is
lietter for me to proceed to the
next principle." That represents
the ,extreme of . the logical type of
mind, which may or may not ·be
good to have. ¥'oung Sidis seems
not to have achieved anything very
remarkable in life.'

* * *

H. E. YOlJM:ANS, WHO PLANS

bridges and things for the Great
Northern railway; writes as follows:
'j
"I have been. reading your 'That .
Reminds M,e' column with consid- iI
erable interest and of course no- 'I
ticed the catch pro bl ems , which
have been given space in that col ..
. umn of late. I have one to offer ;
! which I will give herewith which ;
may be of a; little interest.
41
Tony and Angelo, fruit mer1
chants, have stands on opposite l
sides of the street, each;{ having a
stock of thirty oranges. d Tony sells :
his _at the :rate . of . three for · one ·
I cent while Angelo offers his at . the
J rate of ·two for one cent.
It is
plainly
evident
that
Tony
has
a
1
gross income on his sales of ten
cents while :Angelo has a gross _in ..
come of fifteen cents, the combined gr9ss income of the competitors being twe.n ty-five cents.
D.ue to high rental, keen competi:tion- and other evils which beset
competitive m-erchahts they agree
to merge and ppol their stocks hav- .
ing a
combined stock of sixty
oranges. They . also agree to sell
at the rate of five for two cents.
Formerly they were selling at the
rate of three for one cent and two
for one cent~ A: simple ar'i thmeti-·
cal computation divulges that un- ·
der the rates at which the combined int-erests sell their stock they
have a gross income of 24 cents.
''Perhaps some of your readers
can tell us what 'becomes of the 1
odd. cent."
Readers are invited to hunt for I
the odd ceri t.
-W. P. DAVIES.

I
1

I
I
I

I

-~--1) .

"' DOUBT
• * ·THAT MR.
I HAVE NO
:Bryan's rec.o llection of Mr. Johnson's d.iscussion of freight rates in
rel~Uon to wl}eat prices is quite
accurate. My own recollection of
what Mr. Johnson told me is also
quite clear. As .was formerly stated in this column, Mr. Johnson
was incorrectly represented to have
said that 30 cents was an adequate
price for wheat. He never said
anything of tt?-e sort. What he did
say , to me was tlia.t in a certain
year one of hif:. fields had yielded
so well that the wheat on that
field has cost" him less than 30
..
cents a 'bushel. It was that stateBAVE A LETTER FROM I.
ment, made to a reporter in the
., Bryan, who writes from Biola,
railway · station in St'. Paul, that
C&Ufornla, as follows:
was, distorted.
''That reminds me" about the
The ·statement about this being
30 cent w.h eat of M. N. Johnson
1t billion dollar country was made
l "I was buying wheat at Em~roriginally 'b y · Speaker Rees\, and
1 ado, N. D., for the St. ,A..nthony &
was repeated by practicall:t every
i Dakota Elevator company between
Republican speaker, doubtless· in: Octo'her, 1892, and . June, 1899.
-eluding Mr. Johnson.
j One day our· 11st was 8 9 cents a
Q. 0. Dokken, of° Reynolds conbushel.
•
tributes an ar'ithmetical solution
.. In regard to M. N. Johnson ,
of the Ann problem, which has al.a.y pg that there was money in :
ready been solved. by ' several ptha1tt11~ wheat for 3 O cents, he
1 ers . . ·while the forms of solution
neve» made such a statement. I
vary the substance 1$ a ·b out like
'Was well acquainted with Mr. ·
this: .
_
·
Johnson and have talked to him
~ary· ts 24. Ann was half her
in r ~ d to the 30 cent statement.
age, or 12. At that time Mary
Mt\ i.Tohnson was talking on the
w·as Ann's present age. Half the
reduction of freight, and in his
, difference between 12 and 24, is
t~lk he made the statement that
the · nuinbe.1". of years· · by which
in early days the Gr-eat Northern
Mary's age exceeds Ann's. There4
took a certain p~r cent of each
fore Ann is. 18.
bushel to transport it to market I
* IN THE
that is, so many pound~ out of
J. E. DEAREY* SENDS
ea.ch bushel, and that if the road
figures on the clot · problem: I
would only take that amount at
think this , will prove , interesting
the present time instead of more !
to s~yeral .read;e rs who like tigures.
t
d:oubling the
numoor of
As was . stated when ·the ptoblem
uo:Ja pe-r bushel th~ farmer l
wag presented; the· results figur
l~t :make a little money at pres- ·
out jn· decimals, three or .four o
ces. His political opponents·,
which are. close enough foJr prac
got hat he said and gave . it a
tical purposes.. Mr • . Dearey has
:Wist to suit themselves
1
worked it o·u t to seven. Probably
"I sh~ll · never forget
M.
N. l
if one worked long enough he
llnson s answer to the Demowould .wind up with a rep·eater, 1
e~ts lb regard to the b111ion dol- .
but it might taKe ·years of "figures
la congress betwetn 18 9 0 and
to do it. My patience becomes ex1892. The only explanation I ever
hausted at the end ·of ,f our deciheard . hi~ give ,was ·Gentlemen,
mals or less .
. remember this is a billion dol?a.r
Mr. Dearey also submits this:
country.'
.
Three men are carrying a rail."I also remember that when he
road . tie 8 feet in length. One of
was flim,-flammed out of the Unitthem has hold at one end. How
ed States senatorial election the
far from the oj:her end must the
winter of 1889-90, Bierly in the
other two pl e a stick with which
Nortpwest· News made the stateto carry it to ?llake the weight
m~nt that ''all hell couldn't prevent
equal for all three?
· N. Jollnson from being the next
That . looks very simple. Just try '
Qt,I.IJressma» from North Dakota '
it and see how ~imp.le it is.
"I hope tnis will remind you 0 ·f
-W. P. DAVIES.
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thing else.''
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PRk·S UMABLY' THE MANITOTHE PEOPLE OF SANTO . no- ha authorities have satisfied themmingo, are very largely black or selves that when such repairs are
mixed, although the black strain made in defective spots the re~ml
there
is not nearly as pronoun~ed will be a surface which will stand
\
as in Haiti, just across the moun- up under heavy traffic, for they
tains. They are primitive in their i are now continuing the work in
· lives and industries, and in the in- the same maner, and the surtacterior most of the dwellings are of ing has reached a point only about
the flimsi-est character. Few build-: 25 miles from the boundary. Our
ings of the peasantry a.re capable . own road builders will do well to
of withstanding a great storm, and · watch the Manitoba construction
the present lturricane has un- and note its results.
doubted1Y obliterated hundreds of
.
them. For the present there wUl
•.rwo ~ MORE ANSWERS TO
be great distress, but in such a the cloth problem have been r, ..
i society and such a climate, things 1 ceived. They are from J. R. CltLrk
THE CITY 'oF SANTO Doare quickly restored to a state as of Grand Forks and Miss M, Helmingo, which appears to have
good as that which existed before. en Bee of Petersburg. Both are
borne the blunt of the most recent
Having been accustomed to little correct to within very minor deciWest Indian hurricane, i the old•
the people are not conscious ot the I mals. Miss Bee says she used ten
est of the cities to. be : established
need for much.
t, sheets of paper; an inch of pencil
by Europeans in the western hem
1 and two hours of time in working
'isphere. It was founded by Chris. ROAD BUILDING IS QUITE out the problem, .and Mr. Clark
I topher Columbus, and by him was
largely a matter of experiment. thinks he would be a millionair-e
;" made the capital of the "New
·Some facts conc·e rning it have · b~- if he were paid a reasonable price
·1spain'' over which he was ap- 1
come thorourhiy established, as, per minute for his work.
pointed governor. His son Diego I
tor 1nsta~ce, that an improperly
-w. P. DAVIE·S.
sery~d as governor for several ·
drained road bed will not stand up
¥: rs, and. travelers are shown the f
under- traffic. As to wearing sur:o ,e which Diego Columbus oc- \
faces, the road 'builders are . still
upied, as well as the remains of 1
(eeling their way.
t :r.tiflcations whicl). once protected the city.
,
LAST YEAR >THE PROVIN~E
The city is situated on ~he south
of . Manitoba b~gan work on the
s}lor~ of the . island, and has no
SUft'StcinfJ' 01! the Winnipeg-Erner ...
I natural- harbor other than the narso.n highway. The road had been
row river which runs through it.
well graded, and ·apparently well
Its shore is swept 1:)y the heavy
drained, several years befo-re. It
waves of the Caribbean, and the
had also received an unusually
water :for some distance from
heavy coating of gravel, . which had
shore is too shallow for vessels of
been well worked into the clay.
deep draft. Vessels of moderate
The treatment ,b egun last year was
draft ascend the river for a short
that of putting on a finishing coa.t
dist~nce and find there gpod a~of oil-treated gravel. The oil was
chorage and dock facilities. Sugar
thoroughly worked into the gravel
fa t e principal export, and there
before spreading. 'J:'he mixture
ia one q~ite large sugar mill withwas then -s pread evenly and rolled
in. a few ~iles of the city.
down with heavy rollers . and finished with a top coating of oil or
Td THE TOURIST SANTO DOtar and very firte gravel or coarse
Jl').ingo is intensely interesting .besand. The coating of oiled gravel
cause of its historical associations,
is two or three inche~ thiek. ·The
Its older streets and buildings are
result was equal in appearance and
wholly Spanish, the etreets crookdriving qualities to the best a·s phalt
ed and narrow, and the buildings
pavement. The -work was finishwith unglazed, shuttered windows,
-ed last year for ·some miles south
and at the rear,. patios which ·are
from Winnipeg.
That section,
the family gathering places. Littherefore, has been in use for
tle balconies overhang,. the narrow
about a. year. . But in spite of its
streets, as in pictures of old Spanfine appearance and apparent durish cities, and walls and roofs are
ability, it has been ·ne·c essary alusually finished in brilliant colors.
ready to ·b egin the work of patc}:1The cathedral, a beautiful Gothic
'ing. This is not due to wear, 'but
struct11re, contains the remains of
to the crushing of the surface una body which is said to be that of
der traffic.
Christopher Columbus, concerning
whiQh
have written ·before.
I

1

I

l
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!nation, and all evidently necu te .
by tlie same hahd.· Specia,1 agents '

were set at. work on the case, but ;
it was a. baffling one. One of '
these bills would be cashed, and ·
might pass through several hands ~
·before its character was ,discovered. Then so.JD.a bank clerk would
detect the counterfeit, but all trace
of the person who had first passed
' it would have been lost.
"Jim"
was finally caught after having
offered one ot his bills in a. cigar
st6re.

That
Reminds
Me~W.P.D.

* * *

MAN WAS ARwas learned · that his
home was on a. little farm in New
; Jersey, where he lived with his
; wife and daughter. Officials went ·
to the house an.d searched it. In
1a
locked upper room were found
. the materials with which Jim bad
worked. There was a small stock of biank pap6r, & collection of
pens and brushes and inks and
dyes of all sorts and shades. With
these Jim had laborioQsly ,worked
out the· intricate designs necessar, to produce the $emblance of
a genuine bill. The product was
really a work of- art. Jim said 1
tha.t he had mad• about four of
thoae blll• each month.
AF'TER THE

! rested it

SOME OF US WERE DISCUS$1ng tbe subject of .counterfeiting ,
th& other day, and I was reminded '.

of the story of Jim the Penman as t
tolcl to me a few years ago by Colonel Frank White while he was
treasurer of the Unjted States.

* *

*

COLONEL WHITE H,AD IN
his desk in the treasury building
in Wa$h1ngton a $50 blll which
WU k~»t in a little glass case so
t t at ft might not be injur~ in
handling. He passed 1t over
j
me aftd asJced me if I could see
. anything the matter with it.
My
j experi~u~~ _with $ 5 o bills has be-e n
limited, so that my examination
· was not that of an expert. Howl ever, I examined the bill as care1 fully. as
possible ahd pronounced
it all right, so far as I was able
to discover.
~
COLONEL WHITE THEN HAD
me examine the bill under a .
strong reading glass, and pointed ,
out certain defects In it. In one
Place there were a number of
: short ptu-allel lines, very fine and
l <;lo~E) together. Two of these were
I.pot gu.ite parailel, as they should
nay~:-'been. In another place there
w~ ~ sligh:t de;(~ct in the tail of
'a tlcure. $ever3'1 other defects of
like character were pointed out,
not one ot them being of such a
character as to attract the attention of anyone •but an expert making • cr.itlcal examination.
1·

to

I

I

* *

* * *

I WAS TOLD THAT THIS BILL .
had been made by hand .with pen ,
' and ink and brush by a person
who operated for a long time
wltpout detection and who became known as -'Jim the Penman'-'
long before his identity was known.
Not ,many · such bills were found
'but occa~ionally one would mak~
its appearance, all of $50 denom-

I
1

I

* * *

EXPRESSED

SURPRISE

that a. man capable of performing

such remarkable work could 'b e
satisfied to work so long and so
hard for a paltry $200 a month.
''Well,'' said Colonel White, "it's
true there wasn't much in it but
look a.t all the fun he had.''

* * *

I
JIM'S
WIFE
PROFESSED
complete ignorance of her husband's occupation, and I gathered
that the officials believed that she
told the truth. She said that her
husband had always kept that
room locked, and had charged t:q.e
members of the. family that no· One
should enter it under any circumstances. He said that he was at
work on an important invention
which would make them all rich.

* * *

JIM SERVED 11 YEARS IN
prison, and was a. model of good
behavior. On being released he
was warned that he must be on his
good ·b ehavior, and that he would
be watched, so that if another bill
resembling those which · he had
made shouI'd ever appear he would
immediately 'b e atrested. He decla.red that he was done with
counterfeiting for ever.

•

...
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AFTER SOME MONTHS A $'5
bill appeared, executed in Jim's
manner. ' Jim was arrested and
protested innocence. The official
wo1.:1Id not listen~ They said they
knew his work too well, and that
he might as well confess. He said
finally that while he had not made
the $6 bill, he · knew who had
~ade it. It was made, he said, by
his daughter. The d;iughter, then
a young woman, was interviewed
and confessed. She said that she
had never intended to take up
counterfeiting, -but she had inherited · or acquired much ot her
father's skill with pen and brush.
For years she had wished to know
it she could make a bill as good
as those her father had made, and
at last she had yielded to the temptation and tried it. Artistically the
experiment was a success.

* * *

THE GIRL WAS NOT ARREST-

ed, but information was lodged
against her and he'ld in abeyance
so thM 'in case o! further suspic:
ion proceedings could b~ instituted und:er the old charge. No fur'"
ther counterfeiting from that family ,came to light. .It was an interesting story, and I suppose Col ..
onel White's successor has in his
custody that $50 bill, a memento
of one of the most Qurious cases
in the history of counterfeiting.
-W. P. DAVIES.
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them, and Mrs. Nosnw t>ecame
alarmed, for he had never failed
her, so the two started to walk
home. Two of her pupils lived a
mile from the school. This was
the only house for five miles on
the way home. The parents of
these pupils had fresh meat and
they insisted that the teacher take
some home, so wrapping some in
a paper the teacher took it and
started out. Not a track, but, the
track of wolves. Darkness came
soon after four o'clock In December. Onward. These two plunged
lkrough the drifts, With the wolves
that had caught the scent of the
fresh meat, following and howling,
There were t!ve wolves at one time
not ten rods behind.

the N:oidlws were leaving liome· to
go to Sunday school, a great cloud
of smoke arose over the hill about
three miles from their home. Although the wind was blowing the
fire away from them, Mr. Nosliw
knew that his help was needed, so
putting the team back in the barn
he went to fight the prairie fire.
\ Soon after his departure the wind
changed Its direction, and the
Nosllw house was threatened. Mrs.
Nosliw ran to the barn, harnessed
and hitched the team to the wagon, loaded a heavy plow, a barrel
II of water-together with a basket
of food, jug of drinking watei;,drove a half a mile, unloaded the
plow, and was plowing a fire break
when her husband and another
man came to her rescue. Five
minutes later the fire struck the
furrows and died down. Side by
side, these two fought fires and
blizzards in defense of their home.

I

I

That
Remindsj
Me-W.P.D.
~ RECENT ISSUE OF THE
Jo1*J\al-Observer, which has been
published at Redfield, S. D., each
week tor fifty years, contains an
article on "Pioneering," by Mrs.
Hattie M. Palmer Wllson, who has
taught school in Spink col\nty, S.
D., and at New Wishek, N. D.,
since 1883. Mrs. Wllson's story is
written in the third person, but
ther,e is evidence to in<llcate that It
1s a relation of her own experl~
enceil. The reader wlll have little
fllfftcu\ty In seeing In he name
"Nosllw" which she applies to her
characters a transposition of the
:etters of he1 own name.
SOtne excerpts from Mrs. Wil1on'a interesting narration 'follow:

* * *

"THE FIRST SUMMER NOsllws' ne{~hbors were sixteen It. lles
away on the Northwest, five miles
on the East, and . twenty on the
South. Mr"'. Nosllw did not not
see a woman's face· tor six weeks
at a thpe. In the fall Mr. Nosllw
"lh,a away from home working with
/J' UlNehlng crew, and Mrs. Nosllw
a.nd tw-o babies wer,e alone for
eight weeks.
"The Nosllws organized a Sunday school which met in a deserted
!»Wm shack, five miles from their
ijo~e. People came for many
mile\ bringing their lunches with
them. Prayer meeting followed
the Sunday school exercises. This
was all the religious prlvUeges ,
these pioneers had for more than
three years.
There was one funeral In sixyears in that neighborhood. Mr.
and Mrs. Noallw conducted the funeral services as the nearest minister waa twenty miles away,

* * *

~
~ONG CONTINUED
drouth had made the prairie grass
111'6 tinders. One season _::f.e
~rle burned over In May, ~)J~Y
anO, November. 01)& Sunday s

l

* * *

* *

l

"l" 0 R T W E N T Y -T H R E E ,
years Mrs. Nosllw taught ~chool
winters, and helped on the farm,
milked cows, raised poultry suminers.
One summer she made
fourteen hundred pounds of butter. One winter she drove twenty-five hundred mUes, going and
, ,ming from her school of fifty-I
five puplls and nine grad.es, besides
teachlns vocal music two evenlnss
in a week, and a. class In instrvm~ntal music on Saturdays. With
her husband's and little girls' (n1>1f
ntne and ten years of age) help'
she 4,id all of .the house work, and
sewing. Some years she taught
ten and eleven months in a year.
One par there were twenty'-four
·A0.11ates from the one hundred
and mty schools in the county.
Nine of these were Mrs. Nosllw's.
She taught fourteen years In the
ho~ district. Twice she was
no.,.tnated for county supe,rintendent. She made no campaign as
she was planning ·on leaving the
state. But, nevertheless, sh~ ran
eight hundred votes ahead of the
ticket.

* * *

"IN THE YEARS 1886 AND
1887 Mrs. Nosllw was teaching
seven miles from home. She drove
to school until a heavy snow fell
and drifted to a height of ten and
fifteen meet, then her husband
built a. cabin on the school grounds,
and lee.ving baby Edna (now three
years old) wlth papa, she and Perl J
boarded t~emselves from Mqnday
until P'r11U,J' night. One Friday
Mr. Nosltw failed to come after

*

'~ON REACHING HOM:ln THEY
found no lir;ht, and hurrying into
the house, baby Edna called out,
"Is that you mama? I'm In bed,
papa is awful sick." Lighting a
lamp, Mrs. Nlslow found .her husband sitting close by the stove, the
fire dying out, and he in a lljiUnlconsclous condition. As hilJ wife
stooped to kiss him, he ~d,
"Thank God you have come."
TheS9 were the last rational words
he spoke for many days.
Mrs. Nosllw only removing bis
boots got him to bed, and putting
th~ babJes beside him, covered
Utetn wlth bed clothes, and for
getting her fatigue took a lante
and coal pail and went to the b
and the coal bin. On openJftc
barn door, twenty heard bf
began calling for food and wa:
they had had none since Wednesdiy night.
Hastily filling theii:mangers with hay, she went to the
coal bin where she bad left onehalt ton of coal and found it
empty. Grabbing a.rt axe snf demoUshed the coal b~ :n,mn; ber
arms with wood, she • n t Into the
house. and aoo:fl nai!j a fire-and
food, After makl:rur tti'e loved ones
cmforta.ble, she took two wat..r
pails and dr,ew twenty-five iialls of
water from a. well :r,tty feet deep
and carried it to t
~lrllty a:lilmals.
That night she s ¢ l1l" ll'el' tlellrious husband all night long.
About tour in the ;morning a ter-

•ifJc wind started up, and a fearul blizz&rd raged until four in the
fternoon. Mrs. Nosllw could not
see twelve feet away from her; but
he kept the "old oaken bucket"
usy until she had again satisfied
the thirsty animals, cutting and
bringing in wood, busy caring for
her loved ones. Every time she left
the ho11se she would lift up her
heart in prayer, that she might
reach the barn or well in safety,
for she could see neither from the

house.

* * *

''WHEN THE STORM SUBSIDed sh,e hitched one of the horses to
a sled. and went five miles for coal
and help.
Kind neighbors re
sponlled. The next day was Sunda:Y, and there were no trains. The
doctor twenty miles away could not
get there till Monday. Eight long
weeks passed before Mr. Nosliw
was ciinvalescent and Mrs. Nosl!w
could resume her school duties.
Then with one horse hitched to the
sled, and she armed with a shovel,
she woul shovel a road to school.

* * *

"MUC
HAS
BEEN
!;AID
about the terrible blizzard of January 12, 1888, when many· lives were
sacrificed, teachers and pupils
fQund dead, others losing limbs.
One woman was found dead within twelve feet of her door. One
week after the storm, a man's
body, mutilated by the wolves, was
found within forty rods 'of the
Nosllw home.
Eastern papers
were denouncing our Dakotas, saying It was only fit for the Indian
and buffalo; when the next March
a more disastrous blizzard swept
the city of New York, killing more
people than were killed 1n the
whole Dakota territory. Senator
Conkling received his death blow
that day."
W. P. DAVIES.

~

-~
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MANY WEEKS AGO I W~0TE
sometldng about the gold hunters\, .
wlio went from this part . of the
country into tlie far Northwest·,
after the great · Klondike gold ,
strike.
Among other
things
I '
mentioned a party organized. at
Bathg~te by J~ D. Trenhol~e.
i ,
have just received the following: .
letter from George M. Esterly of '
Waldo, Oregon, who was a mem- ,
ber of that .party:
:
· "My _sister, Mrs·. Oscar J. Sorlie
of Buxton sent me a copy - of the
i Grand Forks Herald of June 27th,
I and asked me whether I could
swer som~ of the questions relativ:~
to the Trenhol.me-.Bathgate-Klon-·
dike patty ,referred to in your column 'That Reminds · Me.'
. "The party was organized . by , J.
D. Trenholme and
myself, and
consisted . of the following: J. D.
Trenholme·, G. M. Este.rly~ William
Birch, Sid Birch,
Matt :,:>robst,
John Probst,, George . Lit gow, K. ·
J. McLean, George Carl, all of
Bathgate, N. D.
"Later 'On the following . were ineluded in the party: K. J. Elkjor,
George Williamson, 'Mrs. . George
Williamson, William Mitchell, John
Maloney, E. Torrence, John Bergeman, - . - . Bertrand.

i

l

That Reminds
Me-W.P.D.

I

I HA VE JUST RECEI¥ED AN
interesting letter from . a gentl~man who says that he is in regular communication with ex-Presidents 'McKinley, Roosevelt, Wilson, Harding and many prominent
New Yorkers, inclu~ing Carnegie,
I Harriman, Gary, Choate, Pulitzer,
; and many eminent scientists and
· astronomers. He writes: "If there
is any other well known man now
in spirit life that you desire to
hear from, I )Vill send for him.,,
That seems Uke a fair offer. It
certainly would be interesting to
talk with . some . of the · persons
whom he mentions, if one could' be
,tssured that when they come in
answer to call they will talk sense.
Thk.t other world must be a queer
place. Most of tlie persons whom
the gentleman mentions have been
understood to be not es~ecially
easy of access while on this earth.
For instance, I never tried telephoning to ·one of them direct. I
rathef think that if I had done so
I should have had some difficulty
in making connection. If I had
been fortunate enough to reach
the tent~ assistant under secretary I should probably have been
required to state my business, and
it' ·I had no particular business · to
state the conversation would hav-e
end~d quite abruptly. But now I
am invited just to name my man J
and he will ·be produced. .

l
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* * *

"'fJiE OUTFIT pONSISTED OF
supplies and provisions for a period of two -years for the above
party; nineteen mules, two horses,
thirty-seven dogs, sleds, etc., a
complete porta'ble sawmill, repairs
and n·ew parts for the Yukon ·river
steam.e r 'Pe_lly,' formerly known
as the ·New Racket,' and . -which
we had purchased from Dr. Wills
and Ca.p tain Constantine, of tb,e
N. W. M. P. We also took in a
complete electric light plant for
Dawson.

* * *

THE PARTY LEFT BATHgate Monday, . February 21st, 1898,
arrived in Vancouver, B. C., Feb- I
ruary 26th, left Vancouver March
4th on the S. S. Islander and ··arrived. in Skagway, Alaska, March ·
9th, 1898. We arrived in Dawson,
Y. T., July 10th, 1898. In your
article you state that Mr. Trenholme did not accompany the ex~
pedition.
This is a mistake, . as
'Dick,' as we knew him, was with
the outfit from · start to finish.
1

THOSE WHO GO BEYOND 1
have nothing Jnore ,interesting to
do than answer calls made .by obscure and inquisitive persons and
answer foolish questions I .can see
that a lot of us are going· to have
a mighty dull time, an\i, I prefer
to stay where I am as long as. po§- ,
sible.
Those people -over
there
don't even seem able to excuse
themrelves by sending word that
they are 4n conference.

I

* *
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''A LETTER o·F THlS KIND IS
' a good deal like painting a house.
You start out to cover.
a few
spots that look 'interesting,' and
the next question is where to
.'stop'; and if somebody .does not
head you off you will end up' by
painting the whole house.
"J. D. TRENHOLME DIED IN
Seattle a few · years ago.
Mrs.
Trenholme and the f&.mily have a
home · there. Of the . first of the
party, K. J. McLean is the only
one that I know anything about.
I have not heard anything from
him for three or four years.
At
that time he was married and Uving in Seattle."

up

* '* *

MR. ESTERLY APPEARS TO
I have continued in the mining busi' ness as the imprint on his stationery reads Geo. M. Esterly, Llano
de Oro Mines, Waldo, Or~g~:m. The
only trouble with his letter is that
he stopped writing too soon.
He
must know a lot of things that
would be interesting to those who
read this column.
-W. P. DAVIES.

. cept . some Mexican lrrigator ,
wi,.o hav~ been on ranch for
number y~ars. Statement apparently san1e one · circulated
during nineteen twenty-eight
election campaign.
:._L. W. Symmes.

* *· *

THAT,
ONE
WOULD
SUPpose, should dispose quite effec. tively of the sign story. However,
the yarn seems to have been cir. culated during the campaign two
years ago, although I never ran
acros·s it, and it has cropped up
again this year. Probably it will
A FEW DAYS AGO I PUBLISH:. ! continue to appear from time to
time, perhaps in -a new dress, for
ed an inquiry from a correspondwhen a lie is once well started no
ent who wished to learn the truth
amount of truth-telling puts it
of the ~eport that on the gate of
completely out of business.
the Hoover farm in California
there is a sign reading: "No White
COLUMNIST SIBLEY, IN THE
Help Wanted."
Chicago
Journal · of · · commerce,
I received ]Vithin a day or two
makes this record of fact,
with
a marked copy of the fuagazine
accompanying comment:
, ''Time," containing a
statement
Two men robbed
a bank
fro~ the editor that no such sign
·and stole · an automobile. In
was used, but wishing to obtain
· a day they were caught with
official information I applied for
th~ir loot, arraigned in court,
it. I have just receiYed · the fol- ·
confessed the ..crime, sentenced
, lowing from
Lawrence
Richey,
to six years in a penitentiary
secretary to the president:
an were on their way t9 it.
Referring to your letter of
It appened in Ontario, CanSeptem'ber 2nd with its enada. t>erliaps it could not
closed clippiing, I send you
happen in the. av,erage Amer:herewith copies of an exican city.
Anyhow, ·the bar
f change of telegrams I have
-association might tell us why.
had with tlie manager of the
T t was· a very _satisfactory bit
Hoover farm in California.
of work, but Mr. Sibley has over- ,
The enclosures fro\n Mr. Richey
looked what 1:;las happened at least
I read as follows:
once o nthis side of the line-. For
;
April 23, 1930.
1
instance:
Two men
rob bed
a
L. W. Symmes,
North Dakota •bank one forenoon;
1 Hoover Farm
were captured in a thicket that
I Wasco, California.
afternoon after a .chase ·of 200
'
There has been circulated
miles; spent that night in the
throughout the country a
county jail; next morning , were
statement that there is a sign
arraigned in court, confessed and
on the gate of the Hoover
were sentenc:ed to
long
prison
farms that no white help is
employed. Also the. claim , is
terms; and spent the second night
made that only Filipinos and
after · the crime in the state penitentiary 300 miles ·away.
That
Mexicans are employed. · I
happened in North Dakota under
would like to know the facts.
existing laws and without any
.
-Lawrence Richey,
Secretary; to · the President.
need for advice -or assistance from
the bar association.
La wr,ence Richey,
MR. McINTY_RE-F O UR.TH
Secretary _to the President,
column. to the right-quotes this
The White House,
as the frankest want .ad that he
Washington, D •. C.
·has seen in a long time:
Wire just received. Statement
I have been discharged from
absolutely false. No sign of
16 jobs in 10 months, but beany kind has been posted since
lieve I am worth $22 a week.
I assumed management. ReguThat reminds me of an ad which
lar crew all Americans ex-

rnat Reminds
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a dealer in used cars ran 1n The
Herald some years ago while Mr.
Ford was making his T model and
the Grant car was on the market.
The advertisement listed a number of cars which were described
as being in "good condition," "fair
condition," and so forth, with the
price of each. In the ad a1;>peared
the following:
One For,d, . horrible condition, $50.
One Grant, '*orse than the
Ford,· $25.
I always thought that was a
good ad. I had a strong ¥nkering to go and look those cars pver
myself.
·
-W. P. DAVIES.

pilots. of tnose planes nave uown
over oceans ·and crossed the cont!- :
nent between · breakfast and dinner . .
[1hey are .engaged in promoting Mr ,
travel as 'a regular means of travel,;
and they have already assisted in i
e$tablishing mail routes and co~mercial lines which link the p~m- .
clpal cities of the country. , Grand 1
Forks where the first northwest- :
ern riight was made, is the only !
stopping place for_ this tour in all ·
this great area.
The city bas
played its own part in the development of aviatiop. lt has acquired 1:
and equipped an airport which is ~
praised by all the airmen who have
visited· it. ,,·The citf has been made
a _port , of entry for . aircraft. Pas·senger · .plane's operating between
Winnt~g .and Minneapolis make
··regular stops;·.here, and arrangeInents ire . now under way for th_e
instaltatlon . of regular air, ', mail
'service through this city. Hoxsey's
flight seems to have been just yest,erday . but , what a lot of thing.s
have happened· since! ,
'
By the. road .· between here and
Fargo ts ft. sign which reads: "Care
Free-Those : whose · estates are
handled ,b y ,us." ~ There is a .sug~
gestion · tit that .which Is .int~rest~ng,
and which may be .i lnp:res:dve.
·
' ONE OF M°Y CO~RESro:NnentS who . ~orked out t_he coconut
problem· llas been amusing hi~s~l:f
by expei,lmentlng with variations. of
thtl,, orlginll.l problem. He-suggests
the provision that upon the succes- 1
slve thefts there be 4, 3, 3, 1 anq O·,
coco.nuts 'left for the monkey, and ,
tha
.. t ' upon the··.f.inal division there
be 1 coconut left for the monkey.
The question·· wm· then be, as before as to the number of coconuts
in-. the · original pile. The · correspondent has worked this out algebraically, but ,is curious .to know
ff th·e formula wh'ich I have some
time ago can be applied to · this, or
if tlle p. roblelll
.. can be worked out·
in any other way ·by arithmetic.
. As to the formula .which I gave, I
have not had . time to ,. test it. It
may J!.Ot work. One of these ~ay~
1 shall try it- out. In the ~. meantime
the question is open for discussipn. ,
·· · w. P. DAVIES.

pa;,rucular probreqtt.tres 'answers
that are positive and real (i. &.

1

km, how~v,er,

negative or imaginary numbers are
not · satisfactory); and inspection of
It reveals that this problem is not
l)kely to have more than one satisfactory eolutl<;>n. Ra vlng found
one root experimentally, the prob·1em can be reduced to a fourth degree equation if desired, which
can be solved directly without
much difficulty; but the conclusk, that there is only one saus..:
factory set
answers to the pro\>lem appears abundantly safe, and
thus makes the evaluation ot the
revising four roots unnecessary.

I

That Reminds
Me-W.P.D.
, $,EVERAL MONTHS . AGO I
Wt'ote at some length of the airplane flight made by Arch Hoxsey
at qrand Forks on: July 9, 1910. It
was the, first f~ight ever made in
North Dako!a, and, so far as I
/ l~now,- the . f1_rs_t to be made any...
I where be~ween the Twin Cltlea, and
· the Paeif1c coast. It is Interesting
~o . think · of .what has been deVeloped in aviation in the intervenIng 20 years.
Twenty years ago flying was
sueh a novelty that its possibility
as regardad with incredulity by
many Otherwise wen ,Informed
P~
ns, and, novel as · it was, the
u certainties surrounding it- were
SD ~reat that great doubt eXisted as
to the ~lsdom of presen~lng it even
for Put poses of entertainment. In
1910 Fred L. Goodman was presid~mt of the Grand Forks Fair assoc1ation, · and some of those who·
were associated with him as directors confess that they had .little
faith Jn a flying stunt as a fair attraction. They were quite convi ce~ that flying had actually
befn done., but the success of a
flight seemed to be largely .acct, dental. It was taken for granted
1that if Hoxsey . were engaged . he
.
ld try to fly, but things were
lkely to go wrong and to preilt the flig-ht. Then there would
be a disappointed crowd and an
unfavorable reacffon.
Goodman
was convinced, however, that th.
attraction would be a good thing,
and the other directors at length
Yielded to his persuasive eloquence.
Hoxsey, came, tlew, and became
thtS hero of the hour .

f
1

I
i
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TWENTY YEARS HAVE PASSed, and on Sunday Grand Forl{s
will be visited by a fleet of planes '
Which are ; making , journey of
several thousand miles, making
jumps of hundreds of miles and
covering vast areas in the United
Stf.J,tes and Canada. Some of tije

* ·. * * ·
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NOTE
YOUR* REMA.RI{
_
I (Sept. 12) that · answers to the
puzz}es are coming in slowly. but
i I doubt whether that indicates· lack ,
t of interest. Perhaps a great many
! are doing as I have done-that is I
l working them all as they . come
· along. but writing in only in those
cues where, something particularly
·· tnteresting to them is involved •.
·
W. P. DAVIES.
f
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NEWS OF THE DEATH OF

.I

Miss Lulu Belle Cavalier at her

r

c aracfer Jnvestea. n1m was um~
versally respect,ed. The daughter
wlio had just passed away was a
native of the Red river v~lley and
spent practically her whole life
within it. She was a child when
the river was the. high way of tne
whole. Northwest and the' traffic in
I furs was the principal commerce
of the region. As a young· woman
she saw the flatboat succeeded by
the steamboat, and she waited years
for the. whistle of the first locomotive. Arid her later · years were
passed in the' sam&: locality in a ·
settled . society with advantagts of
which shoe could not have dreamed
in her youth.

home at Pem blna will carry ~~e
. minds of many of the, old·e r . res1,: dents back to the early- days whe_n
t &. ra,llroads had not rea.c.hed this
,. territory and settlers ca.me in a

* * *

.:.LEXANDER ·w o o L co TT,
one · of th& -country's best known.
dramatic critics, also criticizes other forms of literature.
He has
bee.n considering · detective stories.
! 1 much more primitive manner - than
and I was particularly glad to read
:> ; is customary now.
this in one of his articles:
-"I mentioned the few r ally
IN DEFERENCE TO WHAT
good detective stories. ever proappe~rs to b& the prevaiUng c~s·d uced in the English language.
tom. 1 .am usiµg a dlfferen t spelhll:g
Of course,. I was not thinking
of th& Cavalier name from that
of the, · m-a.ny excellent short
u~ed by its owners, or at least by
stories produeed in this form;
the man who _first made t.he name
I was thinking rather of full'faniUia.r in the Northwest. Miss
length detective stories. In my
valier's father always ,spelled his
' time I have come. upon thr€e
nam-. "Cavileer." Of course the
good ones. One was Trent's
ord ta not usually spelled that
Last . Case by E. C. Bentley.
way.. and th& names of the _city and
An.other was The .Red House.
county which were named ,.n honor
Mystery, written by A. A.
of Pem bina's first settfor ha v~ been
Milne. The third-do I have.
spelled In the conventional way. I
to name. th& as yet unequaled
hav& no · idea where or how · the
foreunner of them aU?-wa~
other spelling originated., hut there ·
first published in 1868.
I
1, a. theory that one ha8 a right
mean
The
Moonstone by
to, spell and pronounce his own
Wilkie Collins.
name in his own way. The Earl of
"Even as I hold. up that
Der y, on b~ing quizzed with refer~tetp1ece as a mark for -o ur
&ace to the practice) of pronouncmore Uteratei authors to shoot
1 g his n,a me "Darby,,, said that
a.t, I should admit, perhaps,
· the nam& had been pronounced
that the con!ect,on of -such a
tbat way in · his family for several .
mystery ls more of a black art
dred years, and he saw no reathan it looks. One ·could gath ..
to. change the :family custom.
ier as much from all the failures to equal The Moonstone.
CHARLES CAVALIER-TO f
You may remember what hapuse .the standard form-was a
·
pened to Charles Dickens
man ol strong character, well in- t
when
the, fascination of his
t~rm&d and keenly intelligent. For
trlend Collins~ book · goaded
many years he was the· chfof r~phim into trying to write one
sentatlve of law and order in a
like. it. He dieq in the atvast territory which had pra.cti- ·"
tempt."
t cally nQ stable population. Every.. ,
thtng was shifting and transitory.
LIKE SEVERAL OTHER PEOTher& we.re. constant opportuni- I
pl& whom I know, I like a good def Ues. tor irregularities, and there
tective story. I hav& -r~d ' some i
:ere many who -yielded to the
that
I thought w~re very good-up
temptations of & rough and ready !
to a c~rtain point-and then -t hey
Ute. Charles. Cavalier was hon- I
began to seatter. , Naturally-. l hav,e f
est, sturdy and dependable, and the j
read '-ome that w~:re abominable.
l aden ip with which his own ·
..
. - - -- .

.

1

,

* .* *

f

* * * '
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I

l

't·

-

* * *

I

I never- read • Trent !F, ~as~ Ga;se ..
or "The Red 'House Mystery." But
I hav& read~ ·~Th,e. Moons.tone.'' and
I haT-e always ·considered it the
best of its clasa within. my knowl ..
edge. I ·am greatly plea~d t~ fin4
that judgment confirmed by such
an authority as Mr. Woolcott.
W. P. DAVIES.

l

leaders of the group.· Mrs. c~valier has said of him that although 1
removed so. far: from his o Id home I
he was a regular subscri'ber to the l
London Times. Supplies for the
colonists
came
from ~England
about October of each year by way..
of Hudson's Bay, being landed at\
York Factory. With the shipment l
1 cam·e Mr. Murray's copies of the
1
London Times for the past year.
These papers were kept carefully,
and each day Mr. Murray would
read the number for the corre-i
sponding date of
the . previous
j year. He had 'his daily paper reg! . ularly, and the fact that it was
year old did not trouble him.
·1

I

I.
1

.

l

.

That /1.emin~s
Me-W.P.D.
MENTION OF THE CAVALIER
famUy of . Pembina started a train

of thought which led naturally to
the very early history of Pembina and to a search for some
facts relating to - it. Pembin'a figures in the reports of · Ale~ander
Henvy and in the activities of the
Hudson's 1!3ay company almost
from the beginning of the history
of that company. The first at- ,
tempt at permanent agricultural !
settlement,
however,
was
not
made until the early part of the
ninete~nfh century, when the SelI
ettlement was· established.
fcHtowing facts relating to that
settlement and subsequent events
relating to Pembina and its vicinity have been culled chiefly from
Oolonel
Lounsberry's
"Record," I
which contains much valua·ble his-1·
torical material.

l
I

I

·* ·

*

I

*-

IN .1811, THOMAS DOUGLAS. J
earl of Se.lkirk; . having obtaineq.'
control of the Hudson's Bay interest so far as to enable him to
do so, secured a tract of 116,00~
acres of land in the vicinity of
Fort Garry on which he establish•
ed a. colony of 200 evicted Scotch
settlers from the lands of the
duchess o~ Sutherland.
These
self:tli!rs arrived by way of Hudson Bay in 1812, but the original
colony was of short duration.
There was bitter warfare b€tWe·e n
the Hudson's Bay company and
the Northwest company.
About
15 0 of the new settlers were in~ucted to desert the the colony
and the remaining 5 o, . being
threatened by Northwest partisans,
moved to Pembina.
THIS

* * SETTLEMENT
*

LITTLE

was increased three years later by 1
the arrival of 150 Hig~landers,
and it was attacks on these that led
to the Seven Oaks massacre. Alexander Murray, grandfather of Mrs.
Charles Cavalier, was one of the l

- I

al

* * *

THE NEW SETTLERS BUIL".C
-0hurches and established schools. \
For some reason which _ does not
appear, although they · had been
Presbyterians . in Scotland, on the
banks of the Red riyer they became Episcopalians. They had
windmills for grinding grain, spun
their- own wool, wove their ·own
cloth, and made their own clothes.
In addition to supplies r~ceived
by way of Hudson's Bay, .some
goods came from the south •by way
or the Red river. Three hundred'
sheep were brought from Prairie
du Chien,
and
Lord
Selkirk
brought a number of cattle from
Scotland. All but 15 of the sheep
were killed by arrow grass, but
from the remaining 15 large herd
were developed.

l

ed the first patent for
m
North Dakota. In December, 1870,
Judson LaMoure made the first
pre-emption entry in the territoryi
and before the close of that yeaJ;
2 8 entries had been made.

I

*

* *

IN 1843 NORMAN W. K. KITTson established
trading post at°
Pem1bina, and an immense trade
was carried on between St. Paul
and Fort Garry and the far Northwest, with Pembina one o:t the important posts en route.
Fifteen
hundred· carts have made the trip
·in one year. Parties in search of the
Franklin
expedition
pa s s e d
through Pembina going and comihg.

a

* * *

THE FIRST CUSTOMS OFFiqE
in the territory was established in
1851 with Charles Cavalier
as
customs officer. Mr. Cavalier was
later postmaster at Pembina, and
for seyeral years he acted as correspondent for the Smithsonian
Institution. The first land office .
in the valley was esta·blished at
Cavalier in 1870, and the first entry was made by Charles <::avalier.
Joseph Rolette made a filing at
about the ,atne time and he receiv-

* * *

IT IS STATED THAT UP TO
bushel
v, 1870 , not
.
.. of
D ecem b ..or
grain of any kind had been pt oduced in North Dakota for export,
and the only grain. produced even
. for local consumption w~s on a
few acres aro~nd Pembina. Mr.
LaMoure at one time gave his- recollection of the acreage under
cultivation at that time. The list
ran: Charles Bottineau, 10 ac~es;
Charles Grant, 5 to 8 acres; Aus-·
tin . Gingras, 20 to 25 acres;. John
Dole 2 or 3 acres. All of this was
at Pembina. Two or three acres
were under cultivation at Abercrombie. With the exception of
small garden patches this represented the cultivated acreage of
what is now North Dakota at the
beginning of 1870.
-W. P. DAVIES.

a.

actor an tnrough tlie iE:'c-e."
Bang owned 1,100 acres t)
ara,
was with the heroine. Maybe
and had invited his four friends to
had to be so. I don't know.
join him in a hunt. The , party spent
never made a motion picture.
two or three days in the sport,
W. P .. DAVIES
never leaving the Bang land. The I
hunters consumed enormous quaJntitie~ of prairie chicken, a _n d aft.er
eating all they could they brought
more than IO O birds homo with j
·them~
·The story of such an
abunda,n ce of birds reads like a
fairy tale in these days when one i
may wander over .t he fields all day
without seeing a single chicken. Of ,
that party of :five, four guests and I
their host, Mr. Sherlock is the only I
one now living.
1

That Remind$
Me-W.P.D.
,

WONDER HOW MANY OF !
ho read this column ever l
beard of the song "Old Shady" or ·
its author, Blakely Durant. At one ·
time both were rather well known.

those

*

* *

BLAKELY DURANT WAS A
negro resident of 'Grand Forks who
i was proud of the fact that duritig
; th~ Civil war he had been the per} sonal servant of General Shermari.
I Forty years ago he occupied rooms :
• o nthe upper floor of the old building on the site now occupied by the
ir,c,µng building, just across the
str et trom The Herald. At that
time he was quite an old man and
for some time he had not been engagM in any active work. He was
an intelligent old chap, and was
full of war reminiscences in whic:'l,
l quite naturally, . General Sherman
figut-ed quite prominently.
I an .
unable . to give dates, but I have
heard that on · the occasion of a
visit which he made to Grand
Forks General Sherman looked up
I his old servant and spent some
j ti
swappin'g war yarns with him.

*

I 'l'HE SONG *"OLD
* SHADY,"
I - composed by Blakely, Durant,
1

~1.ld I have heard him sing parts of
it in a powerful baritone, but I re•
member nothing of either the
words or the tune. A paragraph
in an old Herald says that on Jub·
12, 1891, Durant presented to wn ..
lis A. Gorman Post, G. A. R., a fine
picture of Sherman, and that the
picture was accepted on behalf of
the post by Commander O'Neale,
who was then in charge of the post.

* * *

•A
PARAGRAPH
IN
THE
thi ty . years ago section tells of
the return on September 12, 1900.
of J. C. Sherlock, Dr. Brekke and
Mayor Bra,ndt of East Grand Forks
from a hunting trip. Mr. Sherlock
says that Colonel Frank Hanson
was another member of that party,
and that t».t tiunt was at the farm
of OI• 11 ~, $>me miles down the
river :o
$ Minne o
side
Mr.

1

*

* *

I SEE THAT M'INTYRE RE- It
members the Gentry dog and pony i
show, also. McI:ntyre and Heath in
"The Ham Tree." I mentioned the
dog and pony show not long ago. I I
wonder how many other people
I remember "The Ham Tree.'' It
must be thirty year·s' since it played 1
in Grand Forks. It was a blackface comedy in which one of the
principals persuaded the other that
somewhere off in the wilderness, I
there was · a tree on which whole I
hams grew. ·That vision sustained_i
the poor· darkey through many I
hours of tribulation. It was a very ·
funny show.*
*
II

I

I

I

*

,COLUMNIST SIBLEY, IN THE
Chicago jou-~ nal of Commerce, discusses the movies and mention3
"T~e Covered Wagon" as among ,
the pictures that were, "to all intents and purposes, reproductions
of actual ·occurrences in the winning of the west."

* * *

''THE COVERED · WAGON"the book-was a good story. ·. I
think it was overrated as a literary ,
achievement, and it was ·rather
severely criticized by some who
seemed to be famili;i.r with early
~stern history as presenting false
conceptions of the west during the
period treated. Be that as it .may,
the book seemed to me· a sort of
glorified dime novel-and I partook freely of dime novels in my
youth, and enjoyed them-in which
hero and heroine were too neatly
made-to-order, too beautifully perfect for any use.

I

* * *

IN THE PICTURE, WHICH
-was a marvelous example of grouping and photography, the features
to which I took exception in the
book wer~ greatly. ·exaggerated.
Some of the secondary · characters 11
were spl~mdidly done, but the hero,
instead ot being a real memlfer -of
a plaill-!.
a,va~, was ob ou ~ an

I

of financial drffiG~ lties a
ALL LOOKS
PRETTY
ance of the high standard of insmall now, but it was serious busi~
struction of former years. Of the
ness then. The students
those
two r absent, Professor Bechdolt
days were as earnest as any wWo
resigned during the · period of unhave -succeeded them, and the faccertainty last spring, to accept t1:e
ulty members were as fait_h ful
chair of history in the state umThe mention of the possibility of
Vier~ity of Washington, while Prothe university being closed relates,
fessor Rygh has been secured
j ' of course, to th~ crisis in the histhe academy at Mount Horeb, :W1s. l tory of the institution due to the
The, work of these two has been ~ veto of appropriations for its
distr'ibuted among the other mem-1 maintenance. The threat~ned closbers of the teacliing force, w1:io are
ing was a ve:rted 1by real ?eroism
heroically filling up the gap, be- j on . the part of pres.ident, mstrucsides contri'buting a port1011 of
tors, trustees and public sp'irlted
their salaries toward the mainten- • private citizens. Fortunately th~re
a.nee fund.
I were enough people who measured up to the requirements of the
1 ~'A MOST ENCOURAGING FEA- t
,
DAVIE•S.
I}
1 ture of this . year's enrolhnen.~ is J day.
W. P.
the generally higher standa!d ~.of.!
attainment found .-in the stud·e nts
first .entering. While the number
. admitted, as at first mentioned, is
fully one-I,alf greater than at_ the
same period or former years, the
number· of those entering the lowest preparatory class is far small. er. Among the students admitted
] y:,. the college classes, Carleton,
113:aml'ine and Albert Lea sent repre~entative , while a graduate of
the St. Cloud hormal school is
among the entries into the senior
normal ciass.
·

o,

?~

That Reminds
. Me-W.P.D.

1

AT THE OPENING OF THE
fall term at the University of North
bakota it may be interesting t01
both students and some of tne recent faculty membe.r s to read so1;1e
ot the commept mad~ 03:1 Uni~ers1ty
activities in former years. I fmd in
Colonel Lounsberry's '.' Record" fO[
November 18.95, an article on tlt
..
'
·,I state
University
from which t hille
following is taken:

I
l
J

* * AT THE
"NO ONE*'
PRESENT
Iopening
twelfth annual sesj

f

slon

of the.
pf our State University would

tmaJine that this is an institution
at current rumor had announced
i~ about to* close its gates forever.
f lf adversity. developes strength, it
' certainly seems to work that way
I as regards the University, for on
the opening . day the enrollment
. was just 5 O per cent higher than
that on any corresponding · day of
i former years. About · one hundred
1and fifty students are in attendance now, while further ap.plica- J
Uons by letters indicate an attend~nqe dtiring the co ling months of
ove,: two hundred.

I

t

!

* * *

'~lIE FIRST THOUGHT OF A
vi,ttor present at the chapel exer~··
when all the students are asi>led might naturally be, how
y of the young m~n and wornnow enjoying the advantages of
he higher education would per
orce have succumbed to circumstances and smothered the longing
for a, broad and liberal culture had
the University .closed its doors?
The next thought would have been
a feeling of congratulation that
such an ,eventuality had
not
arisen, that the state has been
I sa v,ed :from a g·ra ve misfortune and
I fl, great disgrace. A glance toward
the platform would show all the
old faculty, with two exceptifi>ns,
present in their
well known
places,. a fac~ that ,insures in spite

·!

I

l

l

I

.

* *

*

I

I

I

.

*

* *

. "THE SfSTEM OJ.i, EXAMINAtions by which · the high scho~l-s
of the state are affiliated with the
University is now beginning to
show gratifying results~ an unusual 'number of high school students
having entered the freshman class.
l"he increase, indeed, by tlie entrance of new students into all the
college classes, is a gratifying departure from the experience of
former years, when newly admitted
students invariably began at the .
bottom. The present graduating
class ls the largest in the history
of the jnstitution, numbering at
present about twenty. Another
gratifying fact is the large area
now supplying students, of whom
some came this year from counties
hitherto unrepresented, while at
the same time other counties send
larger numbers than 'b efore."
'
ON

* * *

-NOTHER P?AGE OF THE ·
sam~ number of the "Record" is
pfotu~ of the university graduat. ing class of· 1889, not the earliest,
, but a very early one. Th~re were 1
eight members in the class, Irene
Mares, Frances M. Allen, C. S. deGroat,
y Travis, Cora E. Smith,
Geij~vie
Arnold, B. E. Ingwald-

r,ie A.. Teel.
~

x

a

.,...~ ~ ~~~~u

ne ownea more t
He built good buildings, and in addition to raising
grain he devoted attention to the
breeding ot fine horses and to
(lairylng. In a fire he · lost a barn
with 3 0 head of horses. At one
time the farm maintained 5 5 dairy
cows, from which butter was made
in a creamery building on the farm
I t'n which a. gasoline engine was ·
used for power. This was quite a :
novelty in those days. The Berri- ;
dale butter was made into two and
1. five-pound packages and shipped .
to Montana points.
1
t.Lel"B

a,ooo

I

That Reminds
Me-lV.P.D.

n,

acres.

! HAVE MENTIONED THE
story that,, became current about 1
M., N. Johnson attribut_ing to him
MR. SINCLAIR HAD NO TITLE ·:I
the statement that thirty cents was , when he settled in Nelson county, 1•
a sufficient price for wheat and the
but a few years later the death of 1,
ve::-sion of the /story which ·he gave
a relative invested .nim with the !'
f to me, namely, that in 1895 he had title , Earl ~f Caithness. The title !1.'
raised on one field a crop so large
dates back to the very early days
that the cost of the threshed grain
of Scottish history, and at one time :
to him was actually less than thirty
estates of consider.a ble value ac- I
cents a bushel. I have just come
co.m panied· it. ' so· ,far as Mr. Sin- across another estimate of wheat
clair was concerned. however, the
costs which may .be interesting. The : honor was a ·b arren one, for a good
estimate· was .made in the same '. m~ny years before the estates had
crop year, 1895, by J ·. s. Sinclair, I become alienated from· tl}e title
earl of Caithness, owner of the : r through ·some operation ot the irt)3errldale t~rm in Nelson county,
heritance laws. The earl kept his
to Colonel Lounsberry, 'Who pub- 1knowledge of his dignitt tq,; himself
lished it in his Record for October,
Iuntn the fact leaked out from ot~ier
1 1895. The figures given are:
, I sources. Throughout his life he reI t>Io ing, per acr~ .. · • · · • · • · $1.0~ } mained ·plain Mr. Sinclair, and
~ d per acre, 1 % bushels • . . •7 b 1 whenever ·reference was made to I
e~ l'),C' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 0 I · his title he sought op·p ortun1ty to
Twln e . . ; • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 4 ! change the ·s ubject. Mr. Sinclair f
Cutting and sho~king . . . . . . . . .•7 5
and A. C. Mather of Grand Forks
Threshing and marketing 3 0
I
were bosom friends, Scots to the
bushels per acre . . . . . . . . . • 3. 0 0
core in their love of the associa_. tlons of the old home land, but
$6.14
honorable genU~men ·and splendid
l I citizens.
THOSE PRr:1E ~ SEEM RE- .
<l:iculous now, but according to my
AN AMUSING STORY WAS
I recollection they Were not far OU t
told by another Nelson county resif ot the·· way then.
Harvest labor
1 dent, the l_
ate .A. M. Tpfthagen, o!
cotttmanded about $2.00 per day
Lakota, of an experience on one of_
and other things were in proporhis numerous tours abroad. Mr.
, tion. No allowance is made in the
I Tofthagen had . visited Egypt . on '
f &bove eetima.te for rent of land, that trip, and, ascending the Nile
i terest and depreciation, but these
had visited Cairo,· the Tombs of the
1tems would not amount to much
Kings, the pyramids and the
J~r bushel on a 30-bushe crop, and
sphinx, and ha.d observed the ways
t such crops were quite common in
of the peasantry along the rich
that year.
j
river bottom~; 'R eturning ·b y way
of Constantinople he was pestered ·
IN A QUIET WAY J. S. SIN- I
by guides offering their services.
f clair was a celebrity. I believe he
He was alone, but in order to check
was th-e state's only earl, but he put
the importunities of the would~be
on no airs becaus_e of that fact. A
guides he told them that he was a
cultured, courteous gentleman, he
member of a party, therefore he
ea.me to Nelson county from Scot- ·
did not n~ed a guide. One man
and in 1885 and started what is'.
was not satisfied with generalities, 1
still known as the Berridale far,
asked what party. ''R.ep-µblican
am~ after a locality near the . and
party,'' p~omptly responded Mr.
ow r s home in .Scotland. He
Tofthagen. The guide _was stumped.
l)
t I nd. from the origi 1
Shaking his head he said, "Cook

*

* *

1
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I
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*

* * *
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I

l
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& .Know.
!naepenaent. me Kno: .
But me not know Repub}tca.n.'' On
another tour which took him to
North· Cape, Norway, Mr. Tofthagen said. the only things American he met on that trip were a
Standard Oil ·b arrel and a Norwegian playing •'Yankee Doodle"
on the violin.
W. P. DAVIES

than one-fourtn of an tlie erMns l
living in. the area supplied by city
water contracted the disease. In r
other· words in that area the av- I
~rage was· more than one person t.o
each family. When one thinks ,t ;
over that was q.uite a case of sickness which does not need to be exaggerated in order to appear pretty serious. Whll'e not every .family
even ·in' the water-served district
was affected there were, other families .in which every, member was
m. Hospitals were huprovised in
homes, halls and all sorts o:t places. ,
Doctors worked night and day and
some· of them succumbed from exhaustion. People in every occupation and eve·ry station. in Ufe vol- ·

!

I

l

r ,iai Reminds
Me-W.P.L.
SOME ONE

ASKED

1

ME RE-

cently if it were true that during
~he

epidemi9 of many
persons. died of the · ·
dieease in Grand Forks. It is not
tr.ue. Neither is it true, though I
f have heard the statement ma~e _
I m&ny times that during that . ep11 4etnlo deaths were so numerous
that undertakers and gr-ave diggers
could not properly prepare the
bodies tor burial, and that each
night sleighs made the rounds of
1the clty 'bodies being dumped pro ..
mlteuo~sly :l,nto the sleighs and
lta led off to the cemetery where
hq were atl cast into one great
I it. l have heard that story told
eral times by persons who
, were convinced that it was true.
typhoid

years ago

600

.
I
I

* * *

1

unteered as nurses, and still there
' were not .enouch nurses to· supply
the need. Gradually . the disease

I

Yielded to the remedial and pre- ,

ventive measures adopted. Many
·fammes were . in · mourning for
th,ir dead, anA there were few in
which the disease .had not left its
results in debilitation, loss df time, 1
disruption ot busine,s or gteatly I
1ncreased expense~
· IN

. * *
VIEW , o:,

I

cussions of the fl'. •
Grand Forks it

THE TYPHOID EPIDEMIC
occurred in the winter of 1893-94.
I At hat time Grand Forks had a
population ot about fi,000. Water
for the UH of the city was taken
f,11rect from the mouth of the Red
Lake river and was pumped into
the mains without treatment of any
kln4. During the winter typhoid
developed, and before it could be
becked 1t had spread throughout the city. In all there were
bo.ut l i.o:o case~, resulti.ng in
about 100 dea.ths. That wa.s serious
enough. The system of city ma.ins
4fd not extend . into . the outlying
districts, and there were numerous
· families who took their supply of
water from shallow wells bored on
the premises. As this was all vir&'ltt territory there was practically
no 1011 -contamination, and the
W&ll water, though unpleasantly
hard, and in some cases so bitter
aa to be undrinkable, was quite
aa.f& from the bacterial standpoint.

ot 36 years
ag.o. Typhoid was not as well understood, ~ven by the medical profession, then as it is now, but SUS·
picion was at once directed to the ·
city water. Analysis revealed an
alarming condition of pollution. All
the evidence pointed directly to
the source of the trouble, . and in
addition to the local f~cts it was
, found that because of cettain sewer conditions in Crookston a la-rge
quantity
sewage had found its
way . into the river in one mass, the
usual dilution had therefore not 1
taken place and aeration was im- 1
possible because the river was cov-1
ered with thick ice. In spite of all j
thJs many persons refused to 'believe that the water had anything
to do with the trouble, and when it
was propo.s ed that a filter be installed there were loud protests
against what was described as an
unwarranted and useless expense.

* * *

IN A SIMILAR WAY THE At>- ·
i'.ition ot · the softening plant was I
opposed, and the treatment of the !
filtered wate.r with chlorine is still /'
belleved by many persons to be de ..
trimental to ·health and destructive
of water ptped and boilers, notwithstaµdiAS the fact that the

WITH 1,200. CASES OF TYphold in the city, and with a popu'.'"
lation of only about 5,000, among
whom were many families unaft,tcted 'becaus& they did not use I1
city water, it appears th
ore ;

I

recall the· discusslo11

of

* * *

chlorine treatment is use

the principal cities ot the country this treatment having the endorsement of all sanitary autboritle·s as the most effective that cap
be mployed under th& conditions
which prevail in most cities.
W. P. DAVIES.
r

------------~----)

I

" ---="-:'---·--~-":o~~~a,-- - -~-"·Nothing is needed to convince
.older people of the accuracy of th~
statements which I ·have
ma.de,
but ·s ome of my younger. readers :
l may be in doubt. . Reference to !I
1 some of the plays and players seen 1
· on the . Grand Forks stage may
.convince them.

I
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l
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'* * *

·That Reminds
I

I
l

'*

THE
CHANGE
THAT
HAS
come_ about in a quarter of a cen_tury 1s startling, and I was once
shocked to hear a young woman
.i n her early twenties, well read and
intelligent, confess that . she' had
. never in her life seen a good d~a1m_
a tic performance 'by professional
J players.
· That · is . not to say . tl;lat
there had been no such performances d_uring her residence here
bat they had been so few that ()~
the rare occasions when· they ap,- .
peared her time was otherwis·e !
occupied. If that girl's mother I
/ had_ been living here at a like age /
she would have seen $ome of the !
best that . was shown on any 's tage !

l
I
I

,

.

.*

·* *

·1

1 THE TALKING· -PICTURE OJi..,
t today has its e?'cellent points; and i\

I serves

.T HE STORY OF THE METRO-:
poUta:n theater has bepome ·a dim :
SUCH WAS SOME .OF THE
tradition. . The, building
was
pro,
'
'
.
j
entertainment enjoyed by Grand
moted by local business men, lov·- ;
Forks people · some .t hirty years
ers of the theater,,and was opened/
ago. The Metropolitan was openin 1891 by Emma Abbott . with the.
ed from two to four or more tlmes
oper~ · "Martha." That served as 1
an . appropriate introduction to . the i I a week during the theater s~as~n, .
ih:ie '?f .fine " performances to , fol- l I and during the summer ... months it
low. :W e had Richard Mansfield I ' was· frequently occupied for solid
weeks by stock companies with
-in ' tra,ed~ and John Drew in . comvaried repertoire. .If anyone quesedy. Mojeska gave us a wonder- I'
tions it I shall call on some of the
ful. interpretation of. Lady . Macold time;s for verification.
bet_h and Na_z lmova of Mary Stuart. f
-W. P. DAVIES.
The Bostonians~ then · the most fa-,
JriOUS light · o.p era company on the I ,·1
road, d~light°¢d ·
:with "Robin jl L..L~ - ~ - - ~ ~ - - ~ - ~ - - -~ -was II
.Hood,
. . ~.': . "Mad·
- a me
. . Butterfly"
.
given,. by. . a .c ompany
fresh from Ii
.
·Broadway, Frederick .Warde gave,
us ''Vlrginh.i's" aric'.! ~everal oth,er 1
I excellent plays. ·. Louis James , was ·
f :tter_
e "1~. half ~~~dozen plays. George ;
! Dameral, a Grand .· Forks
boy,·
starred all over th;.e 'continent in
· '.' The Merry Widow," and greeted
hfs ~home town folks
'the local stage ·as he appeared in that
. play. Radio listenefs still hear the
music of "The Pti11:~e ·or Pilsen't
3;nd enjoy it. ·Th~.t play,., with the
original· cast, was one _of our at- ' tracti~ns. De-Wolte Hopper m~de
his ' ap·pearance · here and responded , to the ' inevltabJe demand for
''Casey at the Bat.'' Oscar W.
·Figman was a frequent Vi$it.o r in
"The _Mikado" an~ other comic
\ operas. ·. · George Ade's , "Sultan of
Sulu" was one
the ·topnotchers, and Walker · Whiteside whom
I. m.t.ationed· the ·other day, gave us
. a whole string of ' fine<plays. We
had' a long list of farce comedies 'by;
Charles w. Hoyt and George H ·.
Broadhurst, who was . the first
manager of the Metropolitan. We
_had 'all the . popular down east
plays, "Human Hearts/' · "Shore
Ac.r es," ''The Old Homestead," and
others of their , type, and such'
great plays as "Alabama," "Shenandoah/' and · "Arizona." "In Old
,Kentucky" was a prime favorite,
as were the homely plays brought f
by good , old
S1,1lly.
week. th•~\,,Wilbur Opera company,
an . excell~nt ·company, though · not
1

I
HAVE WRITTE.N
FROM
time to time of the theatrical attractions
which
have
visited
t Grand Forks in those early years
· when movies were unknown and
., road attractions were common. To
some ' of fhe more recent arrivals in
r the city it may . seem incredible
I tl~t a city so small should have
} been visited by attractions _s o great
tin .number and ot such high class.
11: 1s, a fact that Grand Forks audi- ·
1
~ees ~ave· seen and l\eard in the
'Metropolitan theater the most famous American players of their
day, and have enjoyed the _e ntertidnment given by large , companles dlre~t from New York, with
t performances as, well staged as
when they made. their fi.rst appear~ce.

r

a

* * *

Me-W.P.D.

* *

or tne nrst ranK, gave
ette," HMascot," ''Chimes of ·ijor.,.
mandy," · "Fra ·Diavolo," "Bohemian Girl," and ":rwo Vagabonds.,.,
That ·was not a °00.,d week in -~fa
for a , little prairie town. Of mlnstrel shows there was
profusion,
given by stars who were then famous . and have since become classics.

1

I

as a substitute for what .is ,
the legitimate stage, but it j
is decidedly different, and there i
are .many of us who are not con- I
vinced that · 'the picture can ever !
fully . take, the place of the drama
l in which _the actors app.ear before·f
...... in ·actuaL flesh and blood or . .

Icalled

!

I

I

us ·

I

fr~m

I

of

Dan

...

• •

S.•

•

, _

In :hej
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -==s-=tring of negligifile d.e cima .' W
cising tHeJr wits. Seventy:
ro
2000 Ieav s 1,930, which seems to.
1Je the correct answer. They ave
b·een .figu:ring it that' way in Italy,
and ·have been celebrating the
poet's anniversary th'.is year. N?w
comes a Vatican astr.onon;ier with
the statement that they are wrong,
and it seems that he is rti:rbt.
ThHe is no zero ~ear · in the en.I- ;·
e.ndar. We pass directly from the
year 1, B. CA, to the year 1, A. D.
Tho poet's 70th anniversary :would
be fa the year 1, .A:. D., and not. ?n ·
. tho ye~r 0, as ther-0 is no S:ICh
year, and the 200th anniversary ·
A LONDON DISPATCH TELLS!
would
come in 19 31. That is the 1
us that David . Lloyd George h~s :
1
had his ,hair bobbed. That will ! I way the astronomer has it figured
~onfuse the cartoonists, for much I out. Will the Italians now have ,
[ has been made. of the stocky little I to· .celebrate all over again next ;
Welshman's flowing locks. They 1 year, or wilJ they consider that
this year's ·c el~brations suffice? · :
! have been as useful in that way as
THE CLOTH PROBLEM, TO
· were Roosevelt's teeth . and spec-,·
which
several answers have been
· tacles. The public became so fareceived, may be approached from
milar with those Rooseveltian fea. tures that any sort of figure, I anyone of several · different angles .
Any method other than one in· ij~d off with a set of teeth and /
volving higher mathematics will
~
~f glasses was accepted as a l
require experiment. What appears
at.icfl,ture of Roosevelt.
to be the most convenient · method
THAT REMINDS ME OF A ii I is albout as f ollqws:
· story told of William E. Glad- j li CALL THE FIVE WOMEN A,
stol:le
The famous British statesB, c. D. and E. A receives an tmman habitually wo_re a standing 1 known price for her cloth, and
collar with long pr,mts. That be- , each of the others receiv.es $1. OO
came recognized as typical of him,
per: yar:d· more than her predeces- ·
and the collar was used and ex- !
1 sor.
All but A, therefore, receive
agg,erat€cl in almost all the Glad- I
f1 more than $1.00 per yard. As the
stone ca.rtoons.
One. cartoonist 1
had a special love for that collar, I ·average. price of all the cloth .i s
$1.00, . A · must receive less than
and Jn some of his· drawings Glad- I
that
price, and it is clear that she
. stone was indicated by little mo're i
must sell much , more cloth than
than a couple of zigzag lines rep- 1
any of the others.
B receh:es
resenting the two points of an enmore than $1.0C and less than
. ormous collar. It happened that
$2.00 per y~rd, C lllore than $2.0Q
/ ths cartoonJ.s t
had .never met
1
an.d less than $3.00, D more than
Gladstone until his cartoons had
$3.00 . an'd less than $4.00, a,nd E
become almost as famous as Gladmore
than $4.00 and less than
stone himself, when he was invited I
$5.00. These several persons will
;to a small dinner at which the. j
therefore sell respectively less
tatesman was to be the guest of I
Honor.
The cartoonist was pre- ! · than 100, 50, 33 1-3 and 25 yards
and more than 50, 33 1-3, 25 and
sented in 1 ue course, and on fook- 1
20 yards.
Together the four. will
'ing over the subject of hi~ sketch~s .
sell
less
than
208 1-3 yards and
he was astonished and dismayed to
more than 128 1-3 yards. Subsee Gladstone wearing a turn-down :
tracting these maximum and minicollar. Gladstone did not often '.
mum sums from the total of 500
giv,e ~vidence of a strong sense of
yards we find that A must sell
humor. but on that occasion he .
more than 291 2-3 yards and less
( ba-d sen~ed the opportunity for a '
t:~an 3 7.1 2-3 yards. She receives,
jok& at the expense of the cartoonthereto re, more than 2 6 plus cents
1st.
jl
and less than 3 4 pl us cents per '
!
yard. This narrows the field for !
i lJI' A MAN WAS BORN IN THE ·
experiment to about 7 cents. The '
· year · 70 B. C., in what year does ,
mean . is a little over 30 cents,
i the 2-bOOth anniversary of his birth :
which on trial is found to b& too
C£Ut"'? That seems to be .about as 1
small.
and 31 cents is found to be
~ y ~ some of the llttlf.' :mathe- ;
too latg~; On .a. few divisions we
~tl~&l
!O{b~ems on which read- :
reach ·-- the j'fgur! $.30618 plus · a
(l(
colu~n have been exer- i

That Remind~ I
Me-W.P.D.
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is the price per yard received by
A the other prices ·being lnCJ;~sed I
p;ogressively by one d0Uar. Tliie I
yards sold, up to three decimals,
are 326.605, . 76,559, 43.36_1, ~o, 246
and 23.222. These figures give the
required totals within very minute
fractions.
w. P. DAVI~S.

I

· GOddman informed Kent ot the
offer, bbt Kent was all set to go,
and having mad-e the gesture i.t
would riot have lookM weli for
.h im to retire, s·o up he went, and
Mr. Kendrick did not fly, at that
time, at any rate.

* * *

I HA VE RECEIVED THE FQt_ ...
low1ng letter from a correspondent
who has taken great inter-est in
som-e of · the puzzles in this column:

That Reminds .
Me-W.P.D.

1

1

'

I HAVE . JUST COME
ACROSS !
.
an iteni concerning Hoxsey's fa- f
. mous airplane flights here in 1910 ,
which I must pass on before I for- 1,
_get it. It comes .from Fred · L.
~ Goodman, who was pr.esldent of' the
local . fair association at that time. 1

I

.THERE

*WAS*

*
IN

I

GRAND.
! Forke (luring the fair period an old
~e:.tleman named Kendrick, · who
visiting his daughter, Mrs. A.
I;J.. Woods. . Mr. Kendrick was
about 80 years old, and, for many
~•ar& be had sailed the/ seven seas
4nd had many interesting advenures. It ha.d been announced that
n one of his flights H·oxsey would
tal(e a passenger into the air with
httr. There we.re several canc!idp.tes for the holtor; most of them
bei g eliminated by their weight.
The field wa8i presently limited to
Frank Kent and Jos. Bell DeRemer, both ot suit.able avoirdupois.
Kent was chosen and made the
flight.

1

* * *

BEFORE THIS DECISION WAS
announced Mr. Kendrick intervi wed President Goodman and
expressed a great desire to Plake
th flight. He said:
"I have had a great many exPW-len~es and have traveled by altrt<>.st every kind · of conveyance.,
and I
ould dearly like to fly just
once. l will gladly pay $ 5 o for
the privilege. I think I ought to
be-· given a chance 1n · pref-erence to
a. younger man. Tµere is a great
·deal of risk in flying, and something ·may happen.
If a young
man should be killed it would be
too bad. lie. may leave a wife and
child:ren who are depend,ent on
htm. He should be saved for years
of usefulne$S. I am an . o Id man.
[ ;nave enjoyed life a?d have no
need to live longer. If I shoQld be
l1l d it would make little differ• to anyone. See 'if you can't
,t

tt."

* * *

THE
ll,EVISED
COCOANUT
problem as published ih your eolumn of September 13th varies
slightly from what I
intended.
This is of no consequences except
that t'he answer I gave for it will
not apply. The. answer to the prob ..
. lem as printed is 8364. '

* *PROBLEM
*
THE CLOTH
IS A
Ig6od
one, although an unfortunate
1

, ch'.oice of fig·u ies results in awkfractional answers.
This
1
c.ouid have been avoided, tor in1 atance, by letting 5 women sell 5 63
yar-ds for $787.50, each recei'ving
I $157.50, and other conditions of
j tl)e problem remaining as before.
1t is true that this cloth · prob' letn, expressed in terms of one. un; known, res.ul ts in a 5th degree
i c,qua.tlon.
So far a~ I am concern ...
f ed,. that is incapable, of direc~ solution.
However, th& pric~s per
y•d for the last sale can be · determined by inspection, within
: about ten certts; and a correct ·set
l of answers can then be found very
l readily by cut and try. That this
: procedure is de.fensible needs no
; further argument than that many
i believe that 3rd and 4th degree
1 equations are most ·easily solved by
: ward

l

trial.

* * *

THE VALUE .OF THIS PROB: lern lies not only in the recreation
it affords those who may tackle it,
but also in the lessons it teaches.
On first sight it appears that the
, average price per yard is $1, and
1
that this is an impossible condition
because all the 5 prices are, positive figures which vary successive"Y by $1, which would make the
least possible average price· more
than $2.00. The. catch is, of
course, that the weighted average
price P."r yard is $1, while the
arithmetical mean of the 5 prices
is something entirely different and
amounts to 'about $2.30. Another 1
tJiinsa worth noticing is that there :
could be, five. different and com- !
J)lete sets ot answe~• .to the. prob- !
'iem -of this kind, inasmuch as there.
are · 5 roots to the 5th
i

l

I

1

been an imposing sight if it had ·

not been so funny. The colonel°~;
who were. all so- plumed
anct
spurred and laced were in p-rtvate

'

life, I have n6 doubt, regular fel·

1

Me-W-P.£. L

JOBN LINb OF MINNESOTA
ta gone. He was a. man of marked

I

ability, and for years he was a .
power in the Northwest. The
most distinct recollection of hini
that I have is o·f a stop which he :
mtt.tle in · Grand Forks after the ·
~lbse of the Philippine ~at.
At i
that tUne he was governor . of 1

The Thirteenth Min .. 1
n~ ot~ regiment had acquitted it· II
J
l 1n the jungle warfare in
di tant Jslands. The war ,~as 1
over, and the boys were on their 1
ay home. They had landed at l
art :,ra.ncisco, had received the I
1 u4,its of the people there, 'and I1
had started for St . Paul. The
eraor and his staff chartered a
·sr,ecia.l trairt and set out to meet I
tbem ahd escort them home in be· I
(!Qmb1g
style. . The
governor's :
lrafn arrived at Grand Forks over I
the Great Northern and the · party :
found telegrams awaiting them
saying that the regimental train ,

Minnesota.

gov-1

was not coming this way, as had '

been understood when the party
left St. Paul. The Great Northern
authorities had

f

information I

no

concerning the train except that it 1
was not anywhere on their system
and that they had received ·no in- :
structions concerning it. Where it :
was, and over what road it was !
coming east they did not know :
attd, apparently, neither- did any~
Ody else.
,

I

!

*

I

* WAS
* HELO HERE
1C T8A1N
tor om& time while telegrams
we e dispatched frantically in ev- J
ery direction. A whole regimE!nt, 1

which had found its way through
th jungl~s of Luzon, had vanish• 1
d, l a \Tina- no trace.
While the
v~etttation progressed the gover- 1
nor lJ staff debarked ( or de- /
7tio ch.ed?) a.nd marched
and ;
counter1narch&d excitedly upon
he platform. I never saw 8

huge joke and joined in the laughter, but it is a little ha.r d for a
man. to take a joke when he is al1
dressed up like a ·May fete and. "on
parade. He feels a sense of co·nflict between the joke and his dignity. Th~t was the unhappiest
looking governor's staff that I ,ever
laid eyes on.

* * *

a baby.

Won't they laugh when th&y
- SM Old Shadf
Coming, Ya! a! comin&'; _ I'se
gwine home.
The words seern to· resembl<:)
those that old Blakely Durant
used to sing·.
Can anyon&- elH
check up on u?

-W. P. DAVIES.

.

J·OHN LIND AND KNUTE N~Lson were in · congtess togethe~ as
Republican representatives from
Min~sota. Both broke with the
r,a.rtr on the tariff __ and voted
against
the McI<:lnlty tarltt bill.
1
~elson, however, retained his ~e. .
i,u·blica.n affiUation in respect to
other . mattera, - and later distinctiished himself as United States

*

home.

* *

'

*

Way over there in the old
Can .. a-da
l's~ got a wife and she rot

*
IT DEVELOPED
. THAT TH~
:Minnesota ·regiment was comin•.,.
west by one Of the Southern road:,
and the governor's train was reversed and started back for St.
Paul. I think the regiment ·g ot
theta :first and had to wait to be
properly welcomed in ·an official
way.

_

'0ld Shady:''
H6! Ho! Ha! Ha! I can't wait
any longer.
!Io! Ho! Ha! Ha! rse gwine

' have taken the whole affair as a

That emtnd~

ne

bet. aa being about right, trf that
and ft.,nd it a Utt.I~ too Iarte or too
small, and then try the next.

* OF NORTa;.
:T. S. HAllDIN
ood offera this a$ the neare~t ap ..
proach
to a. stanza. of the song
4

lows who, : in civilian attire, would
1

or. 'W& guess at

and~

¥old lace per squat:-e yard
befor, or since. It would hA.V(,

j

senator from his state. Lind took
the other road, adopted the free
sUv~1· doctrine . and allied himself·
with th& Democratic p·a rty and
wiu. elected governor as a Demo-

crat.

* * *

A CORRESPONDENT IN !>1Seussing the cloth problem, which
, has kept several of my friends figuring, remarks that th$ use of ln•
spection in solving a r>to blem is'
permissible. Mathematics 18 ueually considered an ·€xact science, and
th& mathematician likes to reach
his conclusions in a direct and posJtive way. But as a matter of tact,linspection and e·2 eperiment enter I
into practica~ly all our handling- p!
numbers. In long · division. the seleotion of the right digit in the
dividend oft~n requires a little exi,erhnentation, while in· the ·~xtraction of square and .cube roota ex~rlfu.ent it & common and very

necesatry procedure. ln many · of 1
th& ,operations which w~ <lonsid
. er , .
t,ract our process is that of trial 1 ·

-

---.---.----:---:-----r--~-..---:--i- ii7.;~ ~ ;;;~;;;=;; ;~ ~ ~ ;;~~~Fe,~--~co uld nave N ortl1 DaRota ( hTin~
1 Mr.
Hoover and ms responf? e
• 'h
f
th
lilp
I employes possess ordinary human
placed just d ead O
em .1i4 .M
would be
to take th~t
posi ...
Intelligence.
that story
agsqmption.
Theglad
arr.aiig~ment
sll.tisfi"'"
I tion
conceded With
the sign
be,,ca. me ,exceedingly improbable.
the color ,scruples,. and it ~ Bf)
, Mr. Hoover occupies the most '
arranged ·
.
*'
'imJ)Ortant
politfcal Position In this .
THE
PARADE
. STARTED
country. It Is quite probable that
with · everybody in position and the
he will wish 'to continue in that
column In close formation. As the
P
osition for another term. He is
d
ay
the
movement got un er
w
' I the head of a great party, and he
Ma:rylanders
dropped · gradually
j da
desires the suc;cess 'of _the candiuntil they were separated from the
tes of his party at this and sue- .
b t 2o
e
The
t colonel by a ou
pac s.
ceeding elections.. The realization : I colonel had meanwhile dropped
of these very natural desires dej bacl{ until he was 20 paces behind
pends on the support of a vast
the colored regiment. The re t
MY GOOD FRIEND FRED
. army of American voters to whom
was that the colonel had 40 paces
Roble of the Granville Herald, aci such a sign as has been described
of clear spaoo for himself as the
cepts-evidently with some reserwOuld be as a slap In the face. It
I represenatiye of North Dakota.
vations-the statement of the man ..
seemed reasonable to suppose that
He wo. re . a picturesque costume
no one in authority in his estab}tttl
h ,+
f
ager. of resident Hoover's ranch in
decorated with 4 • e s -eaves o
California with reference to the
I Jishment would commit the rank
North Dakota wheat, and at in"No White Help Wanted" sign
stupidity of displaying such a sign.
tervals he woilld entertain spectawhich
was
reported
to
be
displayed
It
was
conceivable
that
·
at
times
tors
with a few dance steps. Oc-1
Ir at the gate of th, Hoover farm.
there might be displayed a sign incasionally a marshal would ride up
, The manag·er, it may be rememdlcat!ng that no helP, of any kind
and order the column closed up, I
/ bered, said that no sign of ~ny
was needed, but "No White Labor
but as soon as he was out of t~e
I kind was in use about the premWanted" was unthinkable just on
way the gap would appear 8:gam I
l ises.
'
the basis of plain common sense.
with North D. akota in the middle
Editor Roble gets my original
It was not necessary to draW on ·
of It. On that occasion North Daguess somewhat twisted when he
faith.
.
!
kota probably attracted mord at- I
writes:
.
I
tention
than any wother
in thej
REAJ;>ING ABOUT THE ANp state
DA VIES
"Mr.' Davies in his 'That Renual
G.
A.
R.
encampment
a short
union.
·
·
·
·
minds Me' column expressed doubt
time aio remin'ded me of the late
that President Hoover would even
Colonel W. H. Bro'Wn, first mayor
countenance the thought of emof
rand Forks and for many
ploying other than •white labor' on
years one of the main stays of the
the California ranch.''
' G. A. R. organization in this city.
1 Colonel Brown was
an enthusiRISE TO REMARK THAT I
l astic attendant at national Grand
expressed no opinion as to w1iat
Army gatherings. He was a Civil
sort of labor Mr. Hoover might
war veteran, and he enjoyed meetemploy or have employed. It
ing. his comrades-in-arms ~nd exmerely seemed to me improbable
changing with them: reminiscences
tqat eitn-er the president or anyone
of camp and · battlefield. He selh0}ding a responsible position in
dom miss-ed one ·of the national
his employ would exhibit publicly
encampments.
If
others
from
a. sign deflnite-ly excluding white
North Dakota could attend there
labor.
·
was a merry party. If no others
Friend Roble attributes what he
could go the colonel went alone.
thought I wrote to my faith in
human nature. I confess to a fairIT HAPPENED THAT AT ONE
ly large shar,e. of such faith. Such
of the national ~mcampments held
exp~rlence, as •I have had has con- J
in a distant eastern city Colonel
vinced me that most men try to be
Br6wn was the oniy representative
fairly decent. Occasionally one
of
North Dakota, and he had the.
seems to make a poor job of it, and
state's position in the parade all
I suppose . that none pf us would
to himself. He was assigned a poscale quite 100 per cent. But the
sition following the Maryland deaverage
seems
to
be
not
so
very
j
tachment. The Marylanders learnbad.
That is a
comfortable I
that a colored regiment was
I phllosophy, anyway.
I ed
placed immediately ahead of them,
a condition which was decidedly
MY
DOUBT
CONCERNING
distasteful to -everyone from Marye accuracy of that sign story,
land. Colon! Brown beca.me. acever, was n:ot based on faith in
1
'q
uaint-ed
with
the
difficulty
human nature. I aid not need to /
through some· Maryland friends,
go th~t !ar. I merely a um d that
and he had a bright idea. }le told
the Maryland men that if they
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snotgun ana a quantity ot car -~• eX.Pl~ m a sentence run ot
a'Ster.liik• and exclama\!on p()tnts. - ridges · fl.Jld 3tatte4, tor the ho~estead. Friends who nad QV,e rhea;td
Tile ottend"r. blln.ked and gas~d.
h1s pr.eparaUons ,were ~fraid ft).,
..l'll show you what b~ness it ls of
something serlous mlfht re-sult atid
mine,••· continued the captain, ,.you
tried to dissuade lµ,n.,. T.49 E;.oJ
· blank, blank~ do'1ble-olank unmenUonablf.'" Ana h~ pour~a forili a ; was calm, but determined. ~e was
going tQ see abo.ut it, and that was
tor:ent et st~boat language in a
voice which could have been heard · all. }IJll trienda dela)tad hiD1. as
for blocks. It was the worst Ian- · much as· possible, and while · they
on.e .of 'their number
guage those fellow• had ever· heard, ! we.re doing
mounttd a l)orso fl'!~ ~ o# 1:t. a
I and the loudest. Cowed and horri ..
I fied they sunk &W'1.Y and the cap- l G'allop for the nomestead. 1he
cfalm jumper wa~ advfM<f to mi.le
tain, unruffled, ~IU!lw.d his walk,
himself · scarce, wliich pe. did, tt,~d
having malnt~ined peace and or, when the, colonel arrlvM t-h:e-P& \\ras
der and all the proprieties.
no ~me in sight · to dispute. Jala title.
. w. P. DAV1EI.
THEN THERE WAS "JAKE''
Eshelman, another steahboat lJ}an, ,
who had · sailed the river a~ a deck !
han~ under Captain Griggs. Eshle- !
man was of medlu:fri. })eight and :
rather slight build. 'Wre45tlin~ with
1

I

That R~minds

. lde-W.P.D.

SIT'l'I:NG IN 'l$E CORRIDOB
of the cltf hall the other qay 8 0 ~
ot us got · to talking of the former
m.ayors of the city. whose portralt1
$d,rn tbe walls. · As each mayor' e
picture ~s adde4 the room has become quite a portrait gallery. While
tile. city ls s~lll young, death has
taken Its toll oi the otflcfala, and
of the eittlre 11st of men who have
oocupie~ ·the , chief exeQUtJve's
chair, t ere at"& left only oeo. E.
DqJs, M F. Murphy, J. A. Dinnie,
l.L J. f>'K~te ~nd the present
n ayor, ;r. 4 .Hulteng.

* * *

1' ~HE EARLY MAYORS
~,e

I

44l4er Griggs, who came
the ve1y

~-.r1Y days as a,

,....-"~.,,..ho t capt~in · l\Jld a bua.lne,
O;~-~ ot Jtill\e& J. Rill. CaptaJn
t,Jl. b('ba'-'-shonldered,

w~,

and dlgnified carriage,
eca.me a ship captain. Af-loat
he was tlie embodill;l~nt of au-

.M~~, •sticl

thority, and ashore he was a stfokler tor the proprieties, insisting on
the town betrur
t quiet, peaceful an4 orderly. :r.,. the corridor
go slp M.,nuo~e~ above it waa told
o Ct
Griggs that <turlng bl8
admlnistrat on as mayor while
l walking o.n Third street he noticed
• ~oup ot men across the street
·
~Mera avenue cor.ner talking
r4 ~r lo.u41 and somewhat pro-·
fanety. ''Now, now.!'' he remarked
to his comp~nion. "That won't
do.•, Thereu.pon he cr.ossed the
street and accosted the loafers, who
were partlculq.rly toug}\ and hardboiled 1n appearan.c e. "Here, boys,"
he said, "you'll h..,ve to
up. We
can't have this kind of talk right
on tbe public street wliere wpmen
~.e ,passing all the Urne." One of
t ~rowo, a m•mµ1,oth and very
ugly •peclmen, took a step fQx:ward,
itUok out bll jaw and said "What
the hell is lt to you?" The captain
as astounded. Such an attitude
~ 4~tl'~o~<l.f,!l~tlou was unhe
· · 1

I

ease

so ·

I

* * *

I

r.iver freight had prevented h~s accumulation of excess- weight, but I
had develope<,i muscles th,t were
tough· as steel and hard as n-a ns. I
He had a mild v()ice and quiet
manner which sometimes caused
strangers to make mistakes' about
him. Durlpg his ter·m as mayor, .
driving one day .with a trJ,en4 in a;
hlgh side-bar buggy he apl)l'oa._ched
the . corner of Fl.f th an~ Bruce. On I
that corner was the livery stable
which was demolished years later
to make ttoom for the Masonic tern-·
ple•. A ·small c~own lounged about
in tront ot tlie st,JHe~ whi_
l ~ a rJ arge l
and unpleasant per$o·n paraded up
ar d down shouting that he could
lick anybody in . Grand For}.{s, or
anywhere . else, arid would Uke to
do it. · ·E s-hleman stopped tbe team
and handing the reins to hJs . coin~
·panion said, ''Just hold the team ·a
mbmte. I want .. to spe~k tQ thp_.t
f~ w/'
He ateppe4 a.brosa · to
w11ere the braggart . was a.pd s~ld
~m&thing to him. . Immediately
there was a whirl o~ movhtf bQQ\es,'
and in a moment t1'e cnalleng,er· lay
p,:pn~ on the groqnd, where -he remained for some time. Eshleman 1
r,etwned to the· buggy, got ln,' took
the reins and said, •'Thn t's all.
Thanks. Giddap!"

l

,. * * *

COLONEL BROWN, THE CITY'S
first mayor, ran a ,hardware store.

He also had a homestead, some.:.
where in the vicinity of Fisher, as
nearly as can be recalled. .Word
was brought to him one day that
somf;J man . had squatted, · ·on his
claim-"jumped'' It. The colonel
got into actlon at once. WJthout
announcing his puepose further
than to say th-at ho would go over
and " ~ ~QU,t lt," as ·
a

1

o,tw n . us, llut e r
r
oertai rest11-.1nt, ne erthel ~ Xh~ j
nut day we chose a spot rtber
~ n stre.rn, and ~gain tb~

gtr!s

fi,~ thelr stations just opposite.
.
following day we rowed clear

atoUtt<.\ a. bend, q.u ite out ot sight, 1
, M.l4 ·• the opposite shore wtQ
, m'U'bh tong-er be~use, ot the cur've,
and the going wu rough, the girls !
c(idn"t care to walk so far. For I
1eYtra.l ·d~ys w~ ettJ.oyed ourselves,
qult' ttee fron\ esplonag~. Then ;
one ·d ay we heard the sound of ;
oars, and presently~ around the :

t

1

l

be;nd
a ·boatioad
IThey
had commandeered
boat a.nd followed us.
ca·m e

girls.
another

of

1
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THAT .SETTL!U) IT. DRIVEN ! ,
to. plad, we refused to·,
-retreat · f~rther. I:t thos& pesky
girls . witnted to ·watch us .s wim
they could .wa:tch -.nd be hanged ..
Thereafter we paJ.d n<> attention ~o J .
them, 11.nd, quite ne.turaUY, aft,r.
two ot three day they paid no 1
.further attentiO¥, to u•. There
'was no fun . in tne chase tt the
quarry refused to run. ·The girla ,
fturn-d · to- theit dol1 and their '
a~t~pi~ ropes, and we men had ·
tb.e ri"er to ourselv~s. But we
;.tsed tbe river for swt~minr, uot
· bathlns.

from place

I

.
I
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J; R, c., WHO* HA ~ SW
td ,ev ~al ot the prtsblema g!v;
tlds column, writes:
''To those who find the · coeo_a .
nuts, c t>th .problen1s, etc., too. hard
steddingr, here 1a one tn 1lmp1e
arlthmttic, deatrned as a. r.,stful
ijlversion. It is an 'an!mal eracker' that ·ti, coue,e inate ustd to be
pulling off-:-se'Veral years before
the (Johnstown) :flood-jqat · re.
vised, enlarged, . an4 embelUshed
little to keep up -ivith twentieth ..
century progress.
"!If a hen and a half, lays an .,,
~f. a halt, in · a day an(l a halt;
now m ny eggs w.iU six hens lfQ' _in'
t mon b and a. half,-tigurtn.r 4
weeks to the month,-it ·_they all
so on trike every Saturday a.tter•
ru.,on, and also obs~rve every Sab•
bath, a, a. day 9f test?"

-* * *

AN

ANONYMOUS
FRIEND,
. wrlun, of Blakely Durant's song,,
hold Shady,'' says that E. South·
;rd Ciyil ar veteran ot Grafton.N. D., used to· &hi# it: somethlng _
lilte tlite:
"I got e, wife and Ji got a ba:by
Livtns down in Olcl C ri dy

Wo~·t the~ laugh wktn tney see·

4

Shady

.

